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NASA Scientist Fired - 
Promises Disclosure
Created by: zorgon on November 1, flags: 145, replies: 1129
We have all been waiting a long time for this news... 
Wednesday, October 31, 2007 
U.S. scientists unveil NASA’s secrets about cities on 
the Moon and microbes on Mars 
"The former manager of the Data and Photo Control 
Department at NASA’s Lunar Receiving Laboratory 
during the manned Apollo Lunar Program, Ken 
Johnston, has released quite a number of sensational 
statements recently in the USA. The specialist said 
that U.S. astronauts found ancient ruins of artificial 
origin and a previously unknown technology to control 
gravitation when then landed on the Moon. Astronauts 
took pictures of the objects that they found, but NASA 
ordered Johnston to destroy the images. Johnston did 
not follow the order. He said that the U.S. government 
had been keeping this information a secret for 40 
years. 
Johnston's startling Apollo allegations have recently 
appeared in a new book, "Dark Mission: the Secret 
History of NASA," co-authored by former NASA 
consultant and CBS Science Advisor, Richard C. 
Hoagland and Mike Bara, an aerospace engineering 
consultant. According to Kay Ferrari, JPL Director of 
the SSA Program (in a phone call to Johnston last 
week), it was Johnston "being quoted [as] criticizing 
NASA in Hoagland's new book, 'Dark Mission,'" that 
prompted her to ask for Johnston's resignation from 
the SSA Program. When Johnston refused, citing First 
Amendment protections of free speech afforded all 
NASA employees, even those at JPL, Ferrari 
apparently decided to remove him arbitrarily from the 
SSA Program this week without cause. " 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
NASA Dismisses Former Apollo Photo and Data 
Manager from JPL Educational Program Missing 
Apollo Data to be Shown at National Press 
Conference 
"Dr. Ken Johnston, former Manager of the Data and 
Photo Control Department at NASA's Lunar Receiving 
Laboratory during NASA's manned Apollo Lunar 
Program, was abruptly terminated Tuesday morning, 
October 23rd, from JPL's prestigious "Solar System 
Ambassador" (SSA) Program. All evidence of Dr. 
Johnston's exemplary 4-year participation in the 
NASA outreach effort to "communicate the importance 
of NASA aerospace programs to the public around the 
world" has been scrubbed from the official JPL SSA 
website, without formal notification of Dr. Johnston as 
to cause." 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 

Dr. Johnston will present documentation of his claims, 
credentials and key role at NASA October 30th. 
Enterprise Mission to Hold Press Briefing on Possible 
Connection Between Next Space Shuttle Discovery 
Mission and Classified NASA Findings, at the National 
Press Club on Tuesday, Oct. 30 
"The subject: Why is NASA Determined to Launch 
Space Shuttle "Discovery" October 23rd, Despite 
NASA Engineering and Safety Center Warnings NOT 
to Launch? Has NASA Learned NOTHING from the 
Previous Schedule-Driven Disasters of Challenger and 
Columbia? Are Classified NASA Lunar Findings 
Secretly Pressuring the Aging Shuttle Program to 
Completion by 2010, to Make Way for "Constellation" 
-- and the New "Space Race" to the Moon? 
Why this abrupt international focus on a 21st Century 
Moon Program -- after over 30 years of the Moon 
being totally ignored? Did Apollo find "something" of 
major importance on the Moon, which NASA just forgot 
to tell the rest of us? And is this somehow connected 
with NASA's inexplicable urgency to launch Discovery 
"on schedule," despite the safety issues? The October 
30th NPC briefing will present startling answers to 
these major public policy questions - which could 
significantly affect the future of the VSE and NASA." 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread312623/pg1

"TEAM ATS" Is in Roswell, New 
Mexico TODAY, 11/29/2007
Created by: Springer on November 29, flags: 135, replies: 
658
I noticed the thread on the Rockefeller/ Carter attempt 
at "disclosure" and felt this was a good time to let 
interested Members know that "Team ATS" is in 
Roswell right now on a mission. 
The fact Rockefeller and Carter couldn't get it done is 
not surprising since Jimmy Carter is reported to have 
told several people that when he tried to dig into the 
situation as PRESIDENT he was flatly denied and told 
that the President doesn't have the all powerful "need 
to know". 
This is precisely why "Crakeur" and I are in Roswell (I 
am typing this post in a Roswell hotel room) to spend 
the day with Clifford Stone. 
I don't believe any single person will ever effect 
disclosure, I believe it will take a huge groundswell of 
public opinion and demand. The only way to get that 
public demand is to get the MSM involved. The only 
way to get the MSM involved is to play the game by 
their rules. 
Dr. Greer tried several years ago but went over the 
top, IMHO, with all the "aliens are among us now and 
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we're all gonna die" stuff. That's all the MSM people 
heard, the very serious testimony and documentation 
was utterly ignored. 
You see, it is my personal opinion that it's not the 
public who isn't ready, it's the MSM, the people who 
have careers and reputations on the line. No serious 
news person is going to risk their job  and credibility on 
anything that can't be vetted. If you come off the 
blocks shouting the aliens are among us and the 
President is a reptile nobody is going to talk to you. 
BUT... 
If you come off the blocks with a series of documents, 
REAL, legit, papers from the very government we 
suspect is covering something up you have a solid 
shot at getting the attention of some VERY serious 
and very powerful MSM types. 
If their is a genuine cover up  and you can convince the 
average person that there is, you can initiate 
disclosure by civil pressure. Assuming you can avoid 
the concepts and topics that make the average person 
roll their eyes and switch the channel. Avoiding those 
but presenting the hard evidence. That being said, the 
hard evidence is very difficult to prove unless you 
really know what you are doing. Remember, if it's 
supposed to be covered up it starts on day two. 
Taking Roswell as an example, suspending disbelief 
and assuming it was an alien craft that crashed there, 
the first day the "truth" got out, the second day the 
cover up  started. That leaves you with a huge paper 
trail BUT those writing the papers, especially the 
classified stuff, were not going to use obvious 
language in the documents, i.e "The alien craft was 
shipped to Ohio". No, they would write something like 
"the debris was crated and shipped to Ohio" which is 
very vague and very easy to deny was anything more 
than a weather balloon. 
The trick for the expert researcher is to keep  digging, 
there should be a description of the debris in a 
separate report, or maybe a series of other documents 
that add providence to the first indicating just what the 
"debris" was. 
The problem in the past has been the "over the top" 
bits are all anyone paid attention to and that feeds into 
the conspirators hands, again, assuming their are 
conspirators, in such an obvious way it's silly. 
The concept we are going to employ will be to focus 
solely on the ascertainable facts that can be vetted. 
The facts that the average person could and would 
believe is possible. If the facts show there is a cover 
up  and we stick exclusively to that and avoid the 
speculation of what else could be going on I think we 
stand a fair chance of at least getting some very big 
time media attention which will hopefully spread like 
wildfire. 

If their are disinfo agents out there they won't be able 
to blow holes in documented facts and the MSM will 
be climbing over each other to get the story. 
I guess the point is, we plan to present a sober, 
rational and very well documented case that 
completely avoids the wild eyed "there's an alien 
behind every bush" (pun intended :P ) stuff that sends 
the MSM and the average person packing if Clifford 
has the documents we have been told he has. 
That's another possible "issue" as well, what someone 
who has spent many years in the military, and many 
more years researching FOIA sees in a document set 
could be very different than what we would see, but 
that's why we're here in Roswell... to find that out. :) 
I'll update this thread after our meetings with Clifford. 
Springer... 
[edit on 11-29-2007 by Springer]
Link to thread: ...thread318111/pg1

Triangle UFO *60 miles north 
of Bakersfield, CA*
Created by: Diplomat on November 20, flags: 106, replies: 
534
I just skimmed the front page and didn't see any 
threads about this, but if there is one already then go 
ahead and delete this. 
Here's the video: 
Definitely looks like they caught something very 
interesting here. I'd say from the looks of it that it is 
probably either a new military craft or an ET craft. 
[edit on 20-11-2007 by Diplomat]
Link to thread: ...thread316506/pg1

The Coming Revolution
Created by: flashstorminc on November 2, flags: 90, 
replies: 591
The time has come to reveal the events that will shape 
the near future so that all concerned are prepared for 
what is to come and so that the populations on planet 
Earth are sufficiently warned about changes that will 
affect their reality. 
Back in the 1940s the governing forces on this planet 
were warned by certain parties not from this planet, to 
change the course of the direction they were headed 
in, so that the peoples of Earth could unanimously 
have a better and positive future. Not only did the 
governing forces of this planet ignore the issues that 
they were warned about, they irrationally reacted by 
interpreting this warning as a declaration of war. They 
then diverted all their attention to developing 
interstellar weapons and systems to prepare for an 
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interstellar war. They also systematically developed 
highly advanced technology that would control the 
populations of the world in every area of life. The 
governing forces were helped by certain extra-
terrestrial intelligences that supplied them with the 
specifics of technology that this civilization was in no 
way prepared for. 
This technology was used with the specific intent of 
controlling the minds of every individual on the planet. 
As of now exotic technologies govern and monitor the 
civilizations on the planet. For example 
nanotechnology hundreds of years in advance of what 
is commonly recognized by scientists, is used to 
monitor every area of life in these civilizations. A 
massive electromagnetic net covers the entire globe 
which has many purposes but is used mainly to 
manipulate the consciousness en-mass of humans on 
the planet, specifically to prevent them from evolving 
psychically and spiritually to the degree that their DNA 
naturally would allow. Most of the electronic devices in 
every day use serve this purpose to some degree, and 
their basic origin is extra-terrestrial. You may have 
heard that the NSA monitors all emails and 
communications on the planet and flags certain 
phrases. What you may not know is that there are 
supercomputers that monitor every sub  vocalized 
thought made by every human in your civilization, flags 
phrases and words and relays subliminal suggestions 
in response. Highly sophisticated holographic 
projectors and computer simulations hundreds of 
years in advance of what is used publicly, are used to 
project false images of the solar system and 
surrounding activity around the planet. 
The governing forces created a group that has 
explored every planet in this solar system finding 
either living civilizations or the remnants of ancient 
ones. They have long since created fleets of star ships 
capable of travelling interstellar distances almost 
instantaneously and have visited and mapped many 
star systems using information and technology 
supplied to them by extra-terrestrials to which they 
allied themselves for a time. Many space stations and 
thousands of space craft equipped with exotic 
weapons are currently in orbit around the planet as a 
so called "Planetary defence shield". This infantile 
system has no other purpose except to inflate the egos 
of the "privileged" few who set it up. Those they wish 
to "defend" the planet from, simply go through it as if it 
wasn't there, and their own teleportation technology 
makes it utterly obsolete.(cont...) 
[edit on 2-11-2007 by flashstorminc]
Link to thread: ...thread312885/pg1

An Occult Translation of the 
Roswell Event: Count Down to 
2012
Created by: rapturas on November 23, flags: 87, replies: 
137
I wasnt entirely sure where to put this as it covers a 
couple of topics but i thought it best suited this forum. I 
found this today on a myspace page by an artist called 
Sick Since (so you would need a myspace account to 
veiw this) and so thought i would share it here for 
discussion & opinions. There were images to go with 
this so i will add those up  later as my connection is 
terribly slow. Either way, the below is an interesting 
read. short version see post 7 below 
" 
by David E. Flynn, May 20, 2005 (Posted by Wes 
Penre, May 26, 2005) 
"Mysteries are due to secrecy." Francis Bacon 
No UFO  conversation goes very long without mention 
of the Roswell event. It is the pre-eminent story of 
extraterrestrial folklore. Paradoxically, some say that 
what occurred near Roswell NM in July 1947 will never 
be entirely known. Others, like our own government, 
claim it was a simple case of misidentification... no 
mystery. But there is a mystery...and there is good 
reason to believe the truth was covered up. 
On July 8th 1947 the headlines of Roswell Daily 
Record reported: 
RAAF Captures Flying Saucer On Ranch in Roswell 
Region. The intelligence office of the 509th 
Bombardment group  at Roswell Army Field announced 
at noon today, that the field has come into possession 
of a flying saucer. 
The next day the Roswell headlines featured a 
retraction by the RAAF: 
An examination by the army revealed last night that 
mysterious objects found on a lonely New Mexico 
ranch was a harmless high-altitude weather balloon - 
not a grounded flying disk. 
Visit (links removed, visit the  thread for external 
references) for full article 
" 
[edit on 28-11-2007 by dbates]
Link to thread: ...thread317111/pg1
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Alien City On Mars? Check 
This Out!
Created by: mikesingh on November 8, flags: 85, replies: 
663
Take a look at these images of the Hale Crate on Mars 
taken by Mars Express and sourced from ESA. 
If you look carefully, you would probably notice the 
clear geometric shapes. Squares, rectangles, circles 
and diamond shaped structures. Can these be the 
result of natural geological formations, manifestations 
of volcanic activity, adverse pixilation effects on the 
images or are they artificial constructs? The resolution 
of these images is quite poor, and thus difficult to 
identify. But I think it looks suspiciously like the image 
of a Martian city! 
Anyway, what do you suppose these geometric 
shapes could be? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
137-021104-0533-6-3d2-01-HaleCrater. 
All images reproduced and enhanced with the 
permission of JP Skipper. 
Mars Anomaly Research. 
Cheers! :D 
[edit on 8-11-2007 by mikesingh]
Link to thread: ...thread313925/pg1

Ron Paul wins 2nd YouTube/
CNN debate ..MSM pretends it 
never happened
Created by: muzzleflash on November 29, flags: 83, replies:  
88
At the time i am posting this link, the current results 
show Ron Paul winning with 48% in this weeks huge 
cnn/youtube debate. 
Read the #'s yourself. 
Now, if you look all over CNN politics, you will notice 
they completely ignore this plain Fact. That ron paul 
won by a LANDSLIDE! lol 
Its rediculous, they think "if we ignore him, he will go 
away". Im assuming thats their stance. 
Now before anyone claims this is bullocks, ill refute 
you pre-emptively. 
1) hackers. 
Thats a load of bull and you know it, if anyone hacked 
the website, there would be EVIDENCE, not to 
mention the hacker would have placed a higher 

percentage for whomever he choose. Example : 90% 
+ victory. 
Anyways, we all know everyones IP got logged, 
otherwise why cant i vote twice from the same IP? 
2) Internet crazies. 
Internet ppl actually read and at least make a slight 
attempt to investigate things, the True crazy ppl are 
the ones that get ALL their "news" from TV. 
3) Ron Paul has organized his supporters to go in 
force and "screw" these polls. 
Look at it this way, even if this was an organized vote, 
it doesnt matter. None of the other canidates can 
organize like this. Wheres their votes? Exactly, barely 
anyone votes for them because they are "teh sux", to 
put it crudely . :up: 
Just try and come up  with an excuse to downplay this, 
because it can easily be refuted. 
Ron Pauls the LANDSLIDE winner, easily. 
SO  why isnt CNN posting a story front page "ZOMG 
Ron Paul Wins!!!!11!!1" 
He is suppost to be the "underdog nobody " canidate, 
but apparently even CNN viewers are overwhelmingly 
in favor of this man and his agenda. 
Just look at the SAME style debate from several 
months ago. Check out these #'s. Read em and weep 
naysayers. 
Dr Paul keeps on winning time after time. And the 
media keeps downplaying it, outright lying to pretend it 
doesnt count, and even just ignoring it alltogeahter. 
The proof is in the #'s. Hes by far the Top  choice 
according to the Polls. like i said "Landslide" 
Also, another interesting tidbit. Did you notice how 
almost all of the "Youtube questions" posed to 
canidates appeared scripted? 
Why? Because ALL OF THE questioners somehow 
were present at the debate!! How does that make 
sense??? 
If it was a REAL fair and balanced you tube debate, 
90%+ of the questions asked , would have been by ppl 
who couldnt have possibly be PRESENT at the actual 
debate, if that makes any sense. 
Yes theres a massive conspiracy. Its all too obvious. If 
Guiliani or Romney won these 2 debates in such 
LANDSLIDE #'s , it would be plastered all over the 
front page cuz its a BIG BIG DEAL! 
But Ron Paul, the corporatists greatest enemy, Wins 
hands down. And they ignore it completely. Its 
disgusting. 
Just thought you guys should see the #'s. 
If any of those "other canidates" were worth a damn, 
they would have had far greater success in the 
Internet Polls. Im sorry but thats just the way things 
work. The other canidates suck horribly, and their poll 
numbers show that most everyone else agrees. 
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Ron paul has almost 50% , you have heard the will of 
the random ppl who visit CNN (or went purely just to 
get coverage of the debate itself). 
Even if you dislike Dr Paul, i highly suggest you post 
your vote on their right now. Vote for who YOU like. 
And lets see the #'s. Because these polls are always 
treated as "proof" by the MSM, except of course when 
the ppl's choice is their worst nightmare. Then they 
pretend the Poll was just a useless bias'd gauge that 
doesnt mean anything. 
Well im SOrry, this is a HUGE DEAL! and Dr Paul is 
kickin tail! We are talking 2nd round TKO here. 
Comments?
Link to thread: ...thread318234/pg1

ATS Premium: The Real 9/11 
Conspiracy, The Invention of 
Islamic Terrorism
Created by: NGC2736 on November 13, flags: 74, replies: 
140
Introduction. 
Let's forget all the silliness that has grown up around 
9/11. Those wild eyed fairy tales of holograms and 
mini-nukes are not taken seriously by those of us with 
common sense. Some of us even wonder if these 
ridiculous ideas are being actively promoted as a 
smoke screen to keep  everyone from taking a hard 
look at the reasons behind the attack. The powers that 
be love for the world to see these stories of ghost 
planes and Nostradamus and shapeshifting reptilians 
That way, anyone who speaks of 9/11 without piously 
standing shoulder to shoulder with this administration's 
policies and declarations on the matter can be wrote 
off as another nutcase. 
It's downright unpopular to ask certain questions. Just 
to wonder if 9/11 was the result of US policies in the 
'80s and '90s can be a problem. Ron Paul said that it 
was "blow back", and he was immediately attacked as 
being unpatriotic. It is political suicide to ponder, out 
loud anyway, if the years of meddling in Islamic 
governments business resulted in them bring the fight 
home to American shores. But the question won't just 
go away, because a lot of people ask themselves if 
America played a role in the radicalization that portion 
of Islam that became Al Qaeda. Did America play 
Russian roulette with Islamic fundamentalists? 
The Mudjahadeen Connection and the USSR's 
"Vietnam" 
On July 3, 1979, President Jimmy Carters 
administration took a step towards ending the 
stalemate of the Cold War. A then secret directive was 
issued to funnel support to some anti-soviet "freedom 

fighters" in Afghanistan. It was all part of the game 
between the western powers and the old USSR. Just 
another move where pawns bled and died in proxy 
wars, as each side sought some advantage or the 
other.This time the idea was that America could use 
the growing civil unrest in Afghanistan to draw the 
Soviets into their own version of Vietnam. A war they 
couldn't win. 
Western leaders felt safe in pushing a war half a world 
away. These "freedom fighters" could bait the Russian 
bear into open fighting, thereby draining the USSR of 
resources and the will to struggle. It would cost the 
Americans very little, and if it worked, the payoff would 
be a greatly weakened Soviet Union. It's doubtful that 
the planners of this venture were sure it would even 
work at all. But these were the days of the likes of 
Oliver North, and any plan was worth a shot. 
Surprisingly, it worked like a charm. Before the year 
was out, the Russians came to Afghanistan to spread 
their form of Christmas cheer. The government in 
Kabul had been on the verge of losing control, and as 
a good client state, had invited the USSR to come and 
restore order. We may never know just how the CIA, 
America's chosen "front man" for this covert action, 
spent their money, but it's a pretty safe bet most of it 
went into destabilization of the Afghan government and 
causing civil unrest. 
The US War Machine Playing Both Sides Against the 
Other 
This was the start of an almost decade long war, and 
the CIA was hip  deep in making sure it was a bloody 
one. Within weeks, then Secretary of Defense Harold 
Brown was dealing with China for weapons to be sent 
to Pakistan, and on to Afghanistan, to be used on 
Russian "peace keepers". To be sure that there was 
no shortage of arms, an additional $15 million was 
soon spent with Egypt for arms and ammunition, and 
ferried on US planes to the conflict. 
We should take a moment to look at just who all these 
arms were being sent to. The group  we were arming to 
the teeth in an effort to extract some "payback" for our 
own humiliation in Vietnam was a group  calling 
themselves the mujahadeen. Taken as a whole, these 
"freedom fighters" were far from being upstanding 
citizens, by any stretch of the imagination. They were 
scarcely more than gangs, led by self-styled war lords. 
Gangs which for years had been fighting among 
themselves for control of the lucrative opium trade. 
Mujahadeen translates into "holy warriors", a 
misnomer if ever there was one. While religion was a 
part of their overall life concept, it seems that money 
and power was as great a motivating force. Calling 
them holy warriors is like saying the L.A. gangs are 
Catholic Conservatives just because some of them 
wear crosses. A good example is is one well known 
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leader of the time, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar. He was most 
widely known for throwing acid in the faces of women 
who refused to wear the veil, according to a report by 
Tim Weiner. 
Historically, Afghanistan has been an isolated 
crossroads. Despite some modernization in the cities, 
it remains on a feudal level even today. In such an 
atmosphere religion too often is a tool of oppression 
and control. War lords use these kinds of tools to 
control their domain. The more brutal the slant taken 
by the clergy, the better the tool for the leaders. In 
such a setting, it is small wonder that Islam would be 
bent to use of these barbarians. 
Radicalizing Islam for Strategic Benefit 
But radical religion fit well with the goals of the US. 
Russia could be seen as a decadent society, and 
battling them could be seen as a holy work. Compared 
to the lifestyles of most people in Afghanistan, the 
Russians were too modern, too open, too evil. And 
with the money and guns that America supplied 
through the CIA, the power base of the war lords was 
growing. And as they grew, their ideas on what was 
right in a religious context grew. It was a vicious circle 
that America was feeding. 
In a 1998 interview, Zhigniew Bresenski, one of the 
players of those days, spoke in an interview. He said, 
"What was more important in the world view of 
history?... A few stirred up  Muslims or the liberation of 
Central Europe and an end to the Cold War?" Only a 
few short years later the WTC would fall at the hands 
of those same "stirred up  Muslims". One has to 
wonder how he felt about it by that time. 
The Plot Intensifies in The Reagan Years 
During the Reagan years money and arms flowed like 
water. According to Ronald Spiers, then ambassador 
to Pakistan, the CIA sent a river of men and money, 
along with arms from China and Egypt, and even Iran. 
Assault rifles, land mines, antiaircraft guns, and 
grenade launchers; they sent anything and everything 
to keep  the heat on the Russians. Pakistani General 
Mohammed Yousaf estimated that he saw over 10,000 
tons of these items pass through Pakistan in 1983 
alone. 
And in March of 1985, the Reagan administration 
upped the ante some more by signing the National 
Security Decision Directive # 166,29. Now the CIA 
sent satellite data, even intercepted Soviet 
communications to the mujahadeen. America sent 
targeting devises for mortars, long range sniper rifles, 
and later even stinger antiaircraft rockets. And tons of 
the urban terrorists friend, C-4 plastic explosives. 
It goes without saying that the US didn't just hand 
these over to a bunch of feudal barons barely out of 
the horse age without training them in how to get the 
biggest bang for the buck. While there isn't a much 

available information, logic assures us that there must 
have been a lot of training in the use of all these 
things. The CIA spooks surely spent time prepping this 
army of radical Islamic fundamentalists before aiming 
it at the Russian bear. 
The US Created and Trained Radical Islamic Terrorists 
In their short-sighted desire to extract some "payback" 
from the USSR, America armed and trained an Islamic 
force, infused with a radical religious viewpoint, to 
fight, and win, a guerrilla war against a modern regular 
army that was much like our own army. The CIA would 
rather we thought that everything was aimed at military 
targets during this time, but there can be no doubt that 
some of these arms, and the training to use them, 
were used in assassinations and car bombings as 
well. The US could hardly avoid being in the terrorist 
training business. 
Now every army needs recruits, and this one was no 
exception. Pakistan journalist Ahmed Rashid has said 
that in the decade between 1982 and 1992, some 
35,000 Muslims, from over 40 countries, answered the 
call to join up. Thousands more poured in to the 
religious schools set up  near Pakistan's western 
border. In all, over 100,000 radical Muslim extremists 
were culled from the from the world's most radical 
groups. Common sense tells us that the overwhelming 
majority were already committed to the fundamental 
ideology before they ever left home for the hinterlands 
of Afghanistan. Osoma bin Ladin was one of these 
recruits. 
The CIA Connection to bin Laden and Al Qaeda Takes 
Shape 
CIA officials steadfastly deny past knowledge of bin 
Ladin, or at least of a paper trail. But in the trial of the 
Kenya embassy bombings evidence was shown that in 
at least 1989 he was the one they shipped a load of 
high powered rifles to. According to the Boston Globe, 
this was confirmed by the manufacturer of the 
weapons, a firm out out of Tennessee. But a paper trail 
is hardly the point anyway. The CIA ran this operation, 
and bin Ladin was on the team. Just because the 
Grand Wizard says he never saw some of the KKK 
members, it doesn't lessen his connection to them. 
The CIA produced this show, and bin Ladin was in the 
chorus line. 
Around 1988, Al Qaeda (The Base) was born. Then as 
now, it was a terrorist network led by CIA trained men 
like bin Ladin. Men trained for war in Islamic 
fundamentalist religious schools in Pakistan. While the 
radical Islamic message was a wonderful bond for 
men facing the "godless communists", it was one that 
cunning leaders of the movement could aim at anyone. 
When the USSR tucked it's tale and headed north in 
1989, an army of religious fanatics were left behind 
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with no enemy worthy of their talents as a reason to go 
on. 
The Weapon Turns on its Creator 
It is small wonder that the better documented '90s saw 
Al Qaeda turn on the west, eventually declaring war in 
the only way they knew how, in the way they had been 
trained by the CIA to wage war. Without the USSR to 
fight, they needed some other high profile foe, and the 
"great Satan" of America was perfect for the role. Al 
Qeada took control of the Taliban, those returning 
orphans of war that had been raised on bloodshed and 
Islam, justifying it's existence by finding a reason to 
attack the west. 
Consolidating power, terrorist attacks against western 
targets went on the rise, reaching a crest with 9/11. By 
attacking America at home Al Qeada showed the world 
that it was a power to be reckoned with. A well trained 
army, which these radical Muslims were and likely still 
are, is a danger to peace if they have no real ties to a 
home and hearth. A soldier without a war or a true 
home is like a mad dog. 
Summary 
In the final analysis, the western powers set 
themselves up  for this war of terror. In a desire for 
revenge and an arrogance unworthy of of our people, 
our leaders led us into an ambush just as surely as 
Custer led the 7th cavalry into one at Little Big Horn. 
We have yet to see if the piper has been paid in full. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread314984/pg1

UFOS: ARE THEY FOR REAL? 
Larry King Show on CNN 
(Video Part 1-4)
Created by: SolveCoagula on November 10, flags: 69, 
replies: 101
UFOS: ARE THEY FOR REAL? Larry King Show on 
CNN (Video Part 1) 
UFOS: ARE THEY FOR REAL? Larry King Show on 
CNN (Video Part 2) 
UFOS: ARE THEY FOR REAL? Larry King Show on 
CNN (Video Part 3) 
UFOS: ARE THEY FOR REAL? Larry King Show on 
CNN (Video Part 4) 
Link to thread: ...thread314381/pg1

Pictures of Iran: You decide
Created by: antar on November 4, flags: 63, replies: 272
I hope these pictures come out ok I have a bit of 
trouble uploading certain things. If not I suggest you 
click on the link and hopefully you can view this. I will 
reserve my personal oppinions until at least a reply or 
two. The main thing I want to impart here is to view 
these pictures with the thought of war with Iran in 
mind. Thankyou for looking. 
Link to thread: ...thread313271/pg1

Signs Of Alien Engineering On 
Mars?
Created by: mikesingh on November 21, flags: 60, replies: 
138
What do we have here? Peculiar objects and 
formations that do not appear to be natural. Or 
perhaps the geology of Mars is such that it manifests 
itself in distinct patterns and objects as can be seen in 
the images below? Thought I'd share this with you. So 
here goes.... 
1. Strange Objects - Equally Spaced. 
Here’s an image of Mars taken from the Opportunity 
camera in Jan 07. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Opportunity Sol 1070 
Courtesy: NASA/JPL 
There are six objects you can clearly see that I’ve 
marked in red squares. They are all equi-distant! Can 
this be possible in nature? Are they just stones lying 
around, or are these artificial constructs? (There are 
more objects in a straight line in the original (links 
removed, visit  the  thread for external references) which I 
have cropped). 
2. ’Craters’ – Lined Up 
This next image is a question mark. The exact location 
is unknown, but somewhere near 86.8°S, 341.3°W . 
This is an area termed ‘Anomaly 502’. Note the 
‘craters’  on the upper right of the image on the left. 
The B/W pic on the right is purportedly a radar contour 
image of the same area where one can clearly see the 
‘craters’. But they all seem equally spaced! Rare for a 
natural phenomenon! 
(visit  the thread to view linked images)(visit the  thread 
to view linked images) 
Courtesy: Nightstalker 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
3. Strange Parallel Furrows 
These are in the form of parallel ‘tracks’ that run up  the 
mountains from the valley floor, following the contours 
of the terrain in Candor Chasma. Though it’s a 3-D 
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overlay, it does not explain why these have formed. 
The image joint which is in a straight line is also clearly 
visible below the ‘tracks’. So these ‘furrows can’t be 
the result of the joint. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Thanks to Undo for the source image from which I 
found the 'furrows'! 
4. Trench / ‘Canal System’ 
Here’s a pic of the Cydonia region of Mars. Notice the 
parallel walled trench. Was it part of a canal system 
that is now in ruins? Probably a defunct hydro system? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Courtesy: ESA/DLR/AOL 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
5. The Icing On The Cake! 
Now the best for the last! Here are three strange 
objects exactly 800 feet apart on Terra Meridiani!! 
Natural stone formation? You be the judge! 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
MOC narrow-angle image M00-01661 
Courtesy: Marsunearthed 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Cheers! :D
Link to thread: ...thread316639/pg1

Greer @ O.C. MUFON 
Presentation Nov 10: A ReCap/
Pics
Created by: Outrageo on November 11, flags: 57, replies: 
136
Well, here's the way things transpired last night... 
First off, I must say that I was pleasantly surprised with 
Greer's content and delivery. He's dropped all the "Gay 
Planets, levitation, and spaceship  ride" banter, for this 
2-hour talk at least, and spoke instead about 
continuing grass-roots disclosure efforts, international 
disclosure initiatives, and clandestine government 
reverse-engineering and alternative energy 
development projects. 
Maybe he's taken a lot of heat for the L.A. "love-in" 
and recent $800 Greerstock Festivals in the mountains 
and deserts. Or it could be the relatively large, mostly 
conservative crowd in Orange County. 
What I had assumed would be just a small, intimate 
gathering of UFO buffs assembled to listen to Greer 
was shattered when I pulled up  nearly an hour early to 
try and snag a good seat and was greeted by 2 or 3 
hundred people standing in line already in front of me. 
There was clearly a much bigger turnout than 
expected and they had to keep  opening and 
expanding the hall to accommodate the continuous 

stream of people cramming into the large facility. My 
rough estimate puts attendance somewhere north of 
1,000, with many sitting in aisles and standing along 
the walls. The photo below was taken while people 
were still pouring in. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Greer wore his trademark khakis and blue muscle 
shirt, and spoke a steady stream for two hours before 
taking another thirty minutes of Q  & A. Some highlights 
of his talk included: 
* Negotiations with a G8 country regarding imminent 
full public disclosure of that country’s UFO/Alien 
documents despite immense pressure from others to 
maintain the status quo of information suppression. 
* A contract made with an inventor's consortium to 
bring some new type of alternative electromagnetic 
energy to market with a time-frame in months.
* A visit by Greer and a scientific team to a "secret 
location" on another continent where Greer and 
company physically examined Lilliputian Aliens (adults 
~60cm, juveniles ~15-20cm). 
* Substantial political discussion regarding the 
"military/industrial/laboratory" complex, as he put it, 
and the way they are forcing the economic/political 
state of the world. He was particularly incensed at the 
"dozen or so" men who are really controlling 
everything, he says, especially on the global reliance 
on oil to maintain their money and power - even at the 
cost of millions of lives and trillions of dollars through 
wars, hunger, pollution, etc. - most of which Greer 
says has been unnecessary for 50 or 60 years. 
* Quite a few intriguing anecdotes and commentary 
regarding the "truth" as known to US Presidents from 
Truman onward, including the "meeting" Eisenhower 
had with Aliens, Kennedy's assassination "reasons", 
including the role played (or intended to be played) by 
Marilyn Monroe & JFK, Nixon - Watergate related to 
disclosure, Ford & Carter's "ultimatum", Reagan's "UN 
hints", Papa Bush/CIA, "W", Clinton - Greer left no 
stone unturned here. The drift was that most 
President's didn't know much, if anything, and when 
they tried to find out, were "visited" and told to shut up 
and back off or "end up like JFK". 
* Greer spent some time talking about the "Secret/
Shadow Gov't" - the same one Sen. Inouye (D-HI) was 
'dead-on" about - (own rules, own budget, answers to 
no one) that are really in place to do the bidding of the 
money/oil/power cabal. 
* He didn't do as much plugging of AERO as I 
expected, though he took the opportunity a few times 
to direct the audience to the (links removed, visit  the 
thread for external references) to find out more about it 
- get involved ($?). Alternative/zero point/"borrowed" 
energy was a recurring theme in his talk, however. 
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* There was a new twist I haven't heard him expound 
on as much before regarding the "rising" of the people 
to force disclosure. He emphasized that the recent 
surveys showing 60%, 70% of the general public 
responding that they believe in extra-terrestrial life, 
UFO secrecy, etc., prove that there is enough of a 
majority now, a tide swell of interest and strong belief 
that will push for an achieve disclosure. Unlike years 
past, when believers were in a minority, Greer thinks 
that there are enough now, greater than 50% in any 
case, to tip disclosure into favor. 
Unfortunately, IMO, Greer never cites the "studies" or 
"authorities" or "world leaders" or "secret government 
operatives" he is referencing other than to toss out a 
military rank, or just say "famous University", or "well-
known official" - so it's still impossible to validate 
anything he is claiming. Tonight was no exception to 
that – though he did make his usual “it’s just around 
the corner” tease. I think his credibility will increase 
once we start having real people and genuine 
documents/artifacts/evidence to review for ourselves. 
But that's just me - it seems the audience, for the most 
part, was soaking up  every word and nodding 
affirmatively with every gesture. For the most part, the 
hall last night looked to me like a sea of bobble-head 
dolls gazing adoringly at Greer. 
During the Q & A session, which ran well past the 
allotted time simply because Greer couldn’t help  using 
every question as an opportunity to further expound on 
all sorts of off-topic anecdotes –and because the line 
of people wanting to ask him something extended well 
toward the back of the large hall we were in. 
When asked about Area51/Dulce/WPAFB, he said that 
many of those are a diversion from real facilities that 
currently house and experiment on vehicles/aliens and 
the like, some of which he has visited with “top  secret 
personnel”. He also said that he has many “friends and 
supporters” in governments and organizations around 
the world, many of which are starting to share with him 
(and him alone it seems) some amazing technologies. 
He was asked about the May, 2001 Press Conference 
in D.C (the video we’ve all seen a bunch of times), and 
specifically when we will finally see the full disclosure 
of what these “hundreds”  of witnesses have to reveal. 
His reply was that nearly all of it was available in his 
already published books and CD’s – all of which were 
for sale in the corridor, and for which he will host a 
signing after the event, etc., etc., He especially 
directed people to his “Disclosure” book, saying 
seventy witness testimonies and accompanying 
evidence is found there. Some other witnesses, 
apparently, are waiting to be invited before congress to 
make their evidence public through the official 
channels. 

Greer was questioned about crop  circles (some are 
real, some aren’t – but the real ones have a “message” 
we should all interpret and heed), about interstellar 
travel and communications (the travel is possible but 
problematic, “communication”, however, is easier and 
nearly instantaneous), and about crashed discs (they 
“didn’t crash” at all but rather were shot down”). 
He said the discs are made of a unique material that 
can “heal itself”  up to a point, that “communicates” with 
the operator for maneuvering and operation, and that 
utilize zero-point electromagnetc propulsion systems, 
the knowledge of which, were it not suppressed, could 
easily power mankind on Earth and eliminate pollution 
and a host of other problems forever. He added that 
the intergalactic community “are just waiting” for 
humans to mature and evolve to this point before 
welcoming us. 
He also said of the aliens that there are no hostile 
alien species, that there are many varieties, but that 
“the Grays”  are merely a Hollywood manifestation 
designed to “scare” the public into fearing aliens, a 
disinformation campaign that continues today. When 
pressed on the Roswell “crash”, Greer asked the 
audience if they really thought that a craft capable of 
traveling through space and operated by advanced 
beings could really arrive at their destination only to 
fumble and crash into the surface. He reiterated that 
they were shot down, and that… 
…there has been a decades-old, very expensive 
(trillion$) program to weaponize space, and specifically 
designed to target vehicles that are penetrating the 
atmosphere. This program, according to Greer, was 
created and is maintained by the secret oligarchy so 
that their grip  on the world economy (oil) is not 
threatened, among other reasons. 
Greer also alluded to 9/11 as not having transpired as 
or because of what we have seen, but he was rather 
evasive on details, resorting instead to the implication 
that the story we have been spoon-fed is a “big lie”. He 
seemed rather reluctant to talk about this – in my view 
uncharacteristically so. 
In response to a question about political figures and 
the threats for disclosing or pressing for disclosure, 
Greer said that even he has started getting threats, 
and that he now has a security detail that is necessary 
to protect him. He did not elaborate on the threats. 
One theme that kept resurfacing was Greer’s many 
private meetings with powerful individuals in 
government and elsewhere in which many have 
expressed frustration in dealing with the tight lid that is 
clamped down on information. Some -heads of state, 
directors of intelligence agencies, wealthy 
industrialists, etc., have told him that all the money and 
all the power that they have brought to bear have not 
been able to pry the lid loose, much less off, of the 
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secrecy surrounding this issue. Some have told him 
that they themselves have been told that they “have no 
need to know”, that they should stick to their other 
work and forget about getting anything that would 
compromise the established security, and that they 
were told clearly to either “shut up or be shut up”. 
Refreshingly, Greer avoided a lot of the “New Age” 
stuff that he has been espousing lately, though he did 
hold up  a small crystal sphere once or twice and 
explain how “communication” can occur via the clear 
orb. He also spent some time describing some of the 
equipment he takes on his mountain/desert sojourns 
and how he, his followers, and his “scientific team” 
have been able to summon “entities”, have 
“experiences”, witness “vectoring craft and beings”, 
etc. I sure would like to see a picture or video of such 
an event one day – though Greer left us with the 
impression that though the lasers/rangefinders/scopes 
and other equipment was all very tangible and real, 
that the results these experiences bring were 
somehow manifested in unique, new “consciences” – 
in other words in your head. I may be wrong on this 
point, but it seems much of Greer’s work, in this regard 
at least, is quite ethereal and can only be appreciated 
once you’ve reached some higher astral plane (?). 
Well, I don’t know about that – I haven’t been to any of 
Greer’s gatherings in the wilderness to experience 
such things for myself. 
In conclusion then – Dr. Steven Greer certainly has 
some interesting things to say. I’m on the fence with 
much of it, give him credit for some of it, and think 
some of it is beyond my understanding. He certainly 
has increased awareness, and though some might 
argue he is giving Ufology a black eye, there is no 
denying he is packing halls wherever he goes. A 
typical local Mufon meeting may see a dozen or two 
attendees – last night there were clearly over a 
thousand. He’s an eloquent, charismatic speaker, and 
is obviously passionate about what he is saying. How 
much of it is factual is something I guess the rest of us 
must wait to see. 
Nevertheless, I have no doubt that there are SOME 
individuals on this Earth that are in possession of 
some secrets regarding UFOs/Aliens and the like, and 
I would have to assume that at least some of these 
have revealed to Greer at least some of what they 
know. He has certainly attracted enough global 
attention for that. 
For this privilege alone, I admit I envy the man. For he 
likely has already been made aware of secrets and 
truths that the rest of us are still starving for. Let’s face 
it – even if just a small, tiny percentage of what he 
claims to know is in fact true, then we have all been 
collectively denied that truth for many years. And, in 
my opinion, we deserve to know that truth as well. 

[edit on 11/11/2007 by Outrageo]
Link to thread: ...thread314586/pg1

Famed NASA Astronaut 
confirms Extraterrestrials are 
Here
Created by: housegroove23 on November 15, flags: 47, 
replies: 127
Zorgon had found this wonderful news earlier today 
and posted it in one of the John Lear threads. I 
decided it would be best to create a new thread and 
share this great news with the rest of you. :) 
Famed NASA Astronaut confirms Extraterrestrials are 
Here 
Space Shuttle Columbia during STS-80 took a crew of 
five astronauts into a 17 day, 15 hour and 54 minute 
mission around the earth, the longest flight in the 
history of this vehicle. During this lengthy flight a very 
strange event occurred that even had crewman Dr. 
Story Musgrave unable to explain what he observed 
from the shuttle windows. 
A large disc shaped object appeared below the 
Columbia. The shuttle was approximately, 190 
Nautical miles high. 
The disc was first observed to miraculously appear 
from out of nowhere, flying through the clouds below 
and progressing from right to left as the astronauts 
stared in utter amazement. The outer rim of the craft 
appeared to be rotating counter-clockwise. It was very 
large (compared to common space junk and 
breakaway ice), approximately 50 to 150 feet in 
diameter." 
There seems to be more and more articles coming to 
light... I think we are in for a wave of disclosures and 
sighting reports... 
"During an earlier interview, Dr. Musgrave stated he 
attempted to communicate with ET life forms during 
each of his six missions. He actually asked them to 
take him with them. Now that's an astronaut with a lot 
of courage. Dr. Musgrave retired after this flight from 
NASA. Since then he's been spreading his considered 
opinion that alien life exists. When Musgrave speaks 
of this, it's no great leap  for one to assume he's 
admitting knowledge of alien life. As the final slide of a 
"Grey" ET was shown during a recent astronomy 
presentation by Dr. Musgrave, he made this surprising 
comment: "These guys are real... I guarantee it!" Dr. 
Musgrave does know the truth. This author guarantees 
it!" 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Link to thread: ...thread315558/pg1
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The next missions to the 
moon
Created by: internos on November 20, flags: 43, replies: 89
I would like to take a look at what has been scheduled 
and share opinions :) 
Are also included the present Chinese and Japanese 
missions. 
*************************************************** 
U.S.A. : 
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) 
Lunar orbiter designed for precise mapping of lunar 
surface topography, will obtain high-resolution images 
of the lunar surface and investigate lunar resources. 
It also will seek evidence of water ice in the lunar polar 
region. 
The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter is scheduled for 
launch in the fall of 2008. 
Mission overview: 
New NASA Ames Spacecraft to Look for Ice at One of 
Moon's Poles 
LRO Mission: NASA's First Step Back to the Moon 
NASA - Return to the Moon - the Global Exploration 
Strategy 
_______________________________________ 
Lunar CRater Observation and Sensing Satellite 
(LCROSS) 
This satellite will search for water in the permanent 
shadow of craters at the lunar South Pole. It is 
designed to be steered into a crater, where it will 
analyze material scattered by its own impact. 
LCROSS is to be launched at the same time as the 
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, in the fall of 2008. 
The LCROSS Mission 
Mission overview: 
Crashing into the Moon (ABC NEWS) 
The Lunar CRater Observation and Sensing Satellite 
(LCROSS) Mission 
_______________________________________ 
Human lunar exploration 
NASA is aiming to launch the next-generation crew 
exploration vehicle Orion by 2020. Orion 
accommodates four crewmembers, and will travel to 
the surface of the Moon after docking in lunar orbit 
with a lunar landing craft, which will be launched on 
the Ares V cargo launch vehicle. 
NASA plans to carry out a manned test flight by 2014. 
Roadmap: 
Crew Exploration Vehicle Destination for Human Lunar 
Exploration [.PDF file] 
Human Lunar Exploration 
Mission Architectures 
LPI Lunar Knowledge Requirements Workshop  [.PDF 
file] 

_______________________________________ 
International Lunar Base 
An international project, planned for completion by 
around 2024. A base is to be built at the lunar polar 
region, which will accommodate astronauts for six 
months at a time. The facility will also be used as a 
base for future missions to Mars. 
(Courtesy of NASA) 
Download 
FINAL REPORT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
DEVELOPMENT FOR A SELF-SUSTAINING  LUNAR 
COLONY [.PDF file] 
Download 
A ROAD MAP FOR THE ACQUISITION OF THE 
FIRST LUNAR BASE [.PDF file] 
_______________________________________ 
Japan: 
Selene (SELenological and ENgineering Explorer) 
Lunar orbiter designed to study the origin and 
evolution of the Moon, SELENE consists of a main 
satellite and two sub-satellites. 
The lunar explorer KAGUYA (SELENE) has been 
launched by the H-IIA F13 on Sep. 14 from the 
Tanegashima Space Center 
SELENE Launch 
Mission overview: 
_______________________________________ 
India: 
Chandrayaan 
This lunar orbiter is designed to map  lunar topographic 
features and mineral distributions; it will search for 
water at the lunar South Pole, and conduct precise 
observation of the lunar surface. 
Chandrayaan-1, is scheduled for launch in early 2008 
Mission overview (video) 
7002442057576914659 
ESA Council give go-ahead to Europe's co-operation 
with India in Moon mission 
Chandrayaan-1 Lunar Orbiter 
_______________________________________ 
China 
Chang’e-1 
This lunar orbiter will observe lunar topography and 
element distribution. 
Chang’e-1 blasted off from the Xichang Satellite 
Launch Centre, Sichuan, atop  a Long March 3A rocket 
on October 24, 2007 
Successful launch for Chang'e 1! 
China Moon Mission Chang'e-1 In Good Condition 
_______________________________________ 
Chang’e-2 
Soft lunar lander. China is also considering sending a 
rover for further study of the lunar 
surface. 
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This spacecraft is scheduled to be launched around 
2010. 
Planning of Chang'e Program 
Very low frequency interferometry for the Chang’E-2 
Project [.PDF file] 
_______________________________________ 
Chang’e-3 
A lunar sample return probe is planned for launch 
around 2012. 
Future human lunar exploration is also under 
consideration. 
Planning of Chang'e Program 
_______________________________________ 
Russia 
LUNA-GLOB 
This lunar orbiter surveys the lunar surface and inner 
structure by placing four penetrators on the lunar 
surface. Russia is aiming for a launch around 2012. 
Luna-Glob  project in the context of the past and 
present lunar exploration in Russia [.PDF file] 
FEDERAL SPACE AGENCY OF RUSSIAN 
FEDERATION 
LAVOCHKIN ASSOCIATION 
ROBOTIC LUNAR EXPLORATION PROGRAM [.PDF 
file] 
Russia Plans Ambitious Robotic Lunar Mission 
... just a recap :) 
I apologize in advance for possible mistakes :@@: 
[edit on 20/11/2007 by internos]
Link to thread: ...thread316524/pg1

The most interesting pictures 
of Mars..... a must see
Created by: kdial1 on November 25, flags: 41, replies: 124
Some of these have been posted on here, I am simply 
putting them here on one thread for all to see. 
If there are more please let me know and I will add 
them. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit  the  thread to view linked images) Edit: Got about 
half of the pictures original's linked....will be working on 
more tommorrow.....;) 
[edit on 25-11-2007 by kdial1]
Link to thread: ...thread317333/pg1

The Dummies Guide to "No-
Planer" theory
Created by: PepeLapew on November 2, flags: 40, replies: 
183
Ok, before I start with 9/11 and the "No-Planer" theory 
I want to offer you some historical background. 
The JFK assassination "conspiracy theories" versus 
the truth 
Those who were behind the JFK assassination knew 
very well that many would ask questions about the 
assassination. They knew very well that some would 
question the lies that were passes off as truth in the 
media. So in order to obfuscate their investigations, 
send them into a wild goose chase and discredit them, 
false clues were planted into the events. Those 
deliberate false clues were planted to promote false 
"conspiracy theories". For example, Oswald had a 
Russian wife and he had spent some time in Russia. 
Oswald was picked as the patsy to promote 
"conspiracy theories" that the Russians were behind 
the assassination of JFK. 
Then Jack Ruby, a man with connections to the mob 
was picked to kill Oswald. This was done to create yet 
an other "conspiracy theory" with the idea that the mob 
was behind the assassination of JFK. 
Then images of anti-Castro Cubans in Florida cheering 
the death of JFK were also planted into the news to 
promote and other "conspiracy theory" - the idea that 
anti-Castro Cubans were behind the assassination of 
JFK. 
Then more rumors were circulated about the possibility 
that Castro himself was behind the assassination of 
JFK. And more and more rumors were circulated, all 
intended to provide more "conspiracy theories" - it was 
the mob, it was the Communists, it was the South 
American drug lords, it was Castro, and so on ...... 
All these "conspiracy theories" were intended to be 
piled up on top  of the truth. So now instead of one 
unified truth movement, their was a wildly divided 
bunch of "conspiracy theories" and everyone was sent 
researching on a wild goose chase. But the mob, the 
anti-Castros, the Communists, the drug lords, the 
Russians, and so on, none of these organizations 
would have had the power to prevent the truth of JFK 
from coming out for the past 40 years. None of these 
organizations would have the power to corrupt the 
Warren commission. 
But the goal was simple: to bury the truth under a ton 
of impossible, easily discredited "conspiracy theories". 
The 9/11 "conspiracy theories" versus the truth. 
Today, with 9/11 being a much more elaborate event 
then the assassination of JFK was, the planted false 
clues and the planted "conspiracy theories" would 
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have to be much more subtle, complex and much 
more elaborate. Again, they knew ahead of time that 
many would question the events of 9/11. So even 
before 9/11, some false clues were planted to promote 
varying "conspiracy theories". Some of these 
"conspiracy theories" are promulgated by agents 
planted into the movement, some others are 
promulgated by innocent and well intended people 
who were fooled into accepting the false clues at face 
value without questioning common sense. I will not 
examine all of these false "conspiracy theories" here 
with you as it would take too long but I will address 
only one of them : The "No-Planer Conspiracy Theory" 
which was planted in the truth movement, not only to 
send us on a false track, but also to discredit the truth 
movement as it is a simply idiotic theory which should 
be dismissed on pure logic alone. But in order to 
express this pure logic I shall take you back to one of 
my childhood experiences. 
The shed explosion 
This was about 25 years ago during my teenage years 
back in Northern Quebec. I grew up in a "cottage 
country" with snowmobiling, hunting and fishy as 
common hobbies for all. So one evening, I was riding 
my snowmobile with a friend, I must have been 15-16 
years old. We were riding on the frozen Lake Pressac 
when we saw a cottage in the distance that appeared 
to be going up  in flame, so we set out to get closer and 
see for ourselves what was going on. By the time we 
got to near the burning cottage, the firefighting crew 
was already there with there hoses and along were 
maybe 15-20 other onlookers. Some of the onlookers 
were up  on the road on the other side of the cottage 
while some were, like us, on the frozen lake riding their 
snowmobiles. We stuck around to witness the 
firefighting efforts, the firemen drilling a hole in the lake 
to get more water, the roof of the cottage slowly 
collapsing after a while and all that stuff. While the 
firemen made sure nobody was getting too close, we 
could see very well what was going on from a distance 
of maybe 50-80 feet away from the house. 
But all of a sudden, after having been there for maybe 
15-20 minutes, a shed about 25-30 feet away from the 
main house exploded. Well it didn't really per say 
explode, it was more of a sudden burst of fire. But right 
out of the blue, that shed was engulfed in flames and 
burning bright. Now, I don't know what caused that 
shed to catch fire like that - maybe a spark of flame 
traveled downwind to the shed, maybe there was 
some flammables stored up in the shed ..... maybe 
someone had deliberately set fire to it and maybe it 
was intentional ..... I just still don't know. But what is 
sure is that no snowmobile was driven into that shed. If 
a snowmobile had been driven into the shed, or if a 
missile of some sort had been thrown in there, there 

would have been a lot of people who were in the area 
who would have witnessed a snowmobile coming over 
and driving in, the noise of a snowmobile driving into it 
and also the tracks of a snowmobile leading to the 
shed. 
There was at most 25-30 people there - at the most! If 
anyone had tried to claim that a snowmobile or a 
missile or a car had been impacted into the shed, 
there would have been at least 10-15 people, including 
my friend and I, who would have seen it and we would 
have rapidly exposed the snowmobile/missile/car lies. 
..... (continued on next post) 
[edit on 2-11-2007 by PepeLapew]
Link to thread: ...thread312764/pg1

Shirley MacLaine & Dave 
Rabbit Interview – ATS MIX 
Show 42
Created by: Dave Rabbit on November 16, flags: 40, 
replies: 74
What can you say about someone who is as gifted and 
talented as Shirley MacLaine? Actress, Author and a 
Believer? If you don’t open your eyes and dig deep, 
you will miss the multiple layers of Shirley MacLaine 
and will allow her inner thoughts and inner strengths to 
completely pass you by. Shirley MacLaine has 
graciously accepted the invitation of the 
AboveTopSecret.Com family and will do a one on one 
interview with me, which will be recorded on Tuesday 
November 27, 2007 and will be ATS MIX Show 42, 
which will be published through our worldwide feeds 
on Friday November 30, 2007. 
Go to Shirley’s website, Google Shirley, do your Home 
Work, THEN come back here and POST YOUR 
QUESTIONS to Shirley. Shirley and her Publicist will 
be coming here through Monday, November 26th, 
2 0 0 7 a n d w i l l s e l e c t s o m e o f t h e 
AboveTopSecret.Com’s member questions. Your ATS 
Name and Question will be aired and answered by 
Shirley. You don’t have much time. The absolute cut-
off for your questions is Midnight November 26th, 
2007. 
Dave 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
About Shirley MacLaine – In Her Own Words 
I think we all choose the paths of our lives. I knew I 
wanted to be a "communicator" from the very 
beginning. So I communicated through fifty films, many 
TV and stage shows and ten books. For me the search 
for Truth is paramount... The truth of a character I'm 
playing, the truth of the subject matter I write about or 
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the truth of why we are alive and how it relates to our 
destiny. 
I see life as a creation each of us paints for ourselves. 
We do create our own reality in order to be aligned 
with our destiny 
The search then becomes a search for self. It is the 
most important journey we will ever take. I hope my 
website will aid in your search. 
I'm a Taurus, born April 24, 1934, in Richmond, 
Virginia, to Kathlyn MacLean Beaty and Ira O. Beaty. 
Mother, a drama teacher, set aside her dreams of 
being an actress to raise her family. Daddy was also 
an educator and expanded my horizons with his 
knowledge of psychology and philosophy. They 
instilled in me a strong work ethic, a standard I still try 
my best to achieve in all I do. 
"My parents made me an investigator, a revolutionary." 
As a toddler I had weak ankles so Mother enrolled me 
in ballet class to strengthen my muscles. Ballet class 
really helped and about a year later I experienced my 
first live audience during a recital. I had on a little 
green costume, tripped on the curtain and fell down. 
That's when I got my first laugh and I liked it! From 
then on I wanted to perform. I was always an extrovert 
even though I suffered from stage fright. But then that 
work ethic would kick in and I knew the show had to go 
on. 
I learned something else from them, too. They tried 
their best to provide fences of security and safety and 
place protective boundaries around my life. I couldn't 
stand the constraints so I learned, through their efforts, 
how to stretch those boundaries. My parents made me 
an investigator, a revolutionary, a person who wants to 
change because they made me jump  that fence of 
safety. 
On some level they knew I couldn't be harnessed. 
Mother was never a "stage mother". She never egged 
me on or slowed me down. I was strictly on my own. 
Daddy had more reservations. He wanted to protect 
me from the possible pain of not succeeding in my 
dream. He could see that I would never stop  daring. 
And he seemed to understand that ironically he, in 
effect, was teaching me to dare because I saw that he 
was such a spectacular disappointment to himself for 
having never tried it. 
After my junior year in high school, I went to New York 
to study. Auditions were being held for the revival of 
Oscar and Hammerstein's musical Oklahoma. I 
auditioned and got a part in the chorus. I knew 
immediately that I would be happier here than in a 
ballet company. I was certain I wanted musical 
comedy. I knew I would be good. I also knew that at 
5'7" (over 6 foot on point) the only thing that I could 
partner with was a tree! 

At the end of that summer I was offered a chance to 
tour with the show in Germany. Mother and Dad left 
the decision to me. I must have realized that I would 
have plenty more chances to be in show business, but 
only one crack at getting my high school diploma. I 
returned to Virginia to finish high school and continue 
on with my ballet training, but the lights of Broadway 
were in my eyes and I knew I would return. 
[edit on 12/12/2007 by Dave Rabbit]
Link to thread: ...thread315854/pg1

Take Back AMERICA!
Created by: ADVISOR on November 9, flags: 38, replies: 76
This goes out to my fellow country men an woman. 
Together is how we can make any thing happen. See 
below, and more to come for details. 
Take it back, from the privatization, out sourceing, non 
competitive contracting. Take it back for each other 
because the "U.S. of A." is a place Of The People, By 
The People, For The People. 
Take back our employment, production and 
manufacturing. Take it all back. No more poisonous 
toys from china, no more cheap quality assurance, 
take back the American way. Buy American, keep 
money in America. The rich get richer and the poor 
stay poor, how many people will it take, before the 
majorities eye stay open, longer than a blink? 
I can not quote this enough; 
"Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their 
just powers from the consent of the governed, --That 
whenever any Form of Government becomes 
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People 
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new 
Government, laying its foundation on such principles 
and organizing its powers in such form, as to them 
shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and 
Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that 
Governments long established should not be changed 
for light and transient causes; and accordingly all 
experience hath shewn, that mankind are more 
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to 
right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they 
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and 
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object 
evinces a design to reduce them under absolute 
Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off 
such Government, and to provide new Guards for their 
future security.-- 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
" 
Take back our Government. 
United we stand, the rest, is not an option!
Link to thread: ...thread314212/pg1
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Amazing SOHO Photograph: 
UFO Formation Near The Sun!
Created by: mikesingh on November 30, flags: 37, replies: 
104
Now things are starting to get better, what? Here’s a 
photograph of a huge triangular shaped unidentified 
object in formation with other objects near the sun, 
taken by SOHO. There is also another spear shaped 
object at approx 10 O’clock of the triangular object. 
Well. That’s not all. The first image was taken on 5th 
Apr 2000 at 1106 hrs where the whole ‘fleet’ is visible. 
The second image was taken on taken on 6th Apr 200 
at 1632 hrs where the ‘fleet’  seems to have dispersed, 
leaving the spear shaped object which is seen to be 
projecting something resembling a light beam. I’m not 
sure if that is a photographic glitch. I wonder if anyone 
can find the official SOHO image? 
It is apparent that this particular image isn’t cooked up 
or hoaxed. I’ve a couple of threads on what seem to 
be huge alien ‘spaceships’ in the Solar System, 
around Saturn and the Sun. This could be the smoking 
gun that corroborates what has been purportedly 
photographed by the Voyager and Cassini missions. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
5th April 2000, 1106 hrs. Huge triangular shaped 
object surrounded 
in an almost perfect semi circle by smaller objects. 
Note the spear 
shaped object at 10 O’clock. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
6th April 2000, 1632 hrs. Triangular object moves 
away, leaving 
spear shaped object behind, which seems to shoot a 
beam. 
Filtering the triangular object, this is what comes up  - a 
clear geometric shape! 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
So, are we alone? After looking at these SOHO 
images, I think not! There does seem to be something 
out there! 
Cheers! :D 
Pics Courtesy: Jose Garrido 
Ref: 
Link to thread: ...thread318454/pg1

Pakistan 'set for emergency 
rule'
Created by: solidshot on November 3, flags: 35, replies: 92
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Pakistan's President Pervez Musharraf is poised to 
impose emergency rule, local TV channels reported, 
shortly before going off air."(visit the link for the full 
news article)
Link to thread: ...thread312996/pg1

The Rainbow Conspiracy - 
what is this picture?
Created by: spikedmilk on November 10, flags: 33, replies: 
217
Sometime back I bought the Rainbow Conspiracy by 
Brad and Sherry Steiger. It actually turned out to be 
one of my favorite UFO reads. It had a few pictures in 
it but it had particular photograph in it that really could 
not be explained. When I bought the book, it was 
before I had full time access to the internet. So me 
doing a search for it didnt really happen. After awhile I 
forgot about it, but I did try did try later and came up 
nil. Perhaps, I wasnt searching correctly or there was 
still no updated information regarding the picture. Even 
before I set out to do this post I did a little search 
(google/ATS) and came up  with nothing. I saw Steiger 
was discussed in some threads, but it mostly pertained 
to his study of Ghosts. I am putting this thread into 
Alien/UFO board because this book is in regards to 
UFO's. Maybe, I'm too late and this pic has been 
explained, but I'm hoping someone knows that answer 
or has heard something. Even some new speculation 
might be fun. When I look at the object, my first 
thought is either Stargate or $2.00 ride at the state fair 
(ya know that gyroscope thingy) - I know someone is 
gonna be thinking it. :D 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
I left the caption on so you get word for word what is 
right out of the book. And that book again is : "The 
Rainbow Conspiracy" by Brad Steiger and Sherry 
Hansen Steiger
Link to thread: ...thread314432/pg1
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Disclosure on monday 
11.12.07 Source: Larry King
Created by: robwerden on November 9, flags: 32, replies: 
238
The Larry King show is talking about UFO's and a 
comment was made by one of the guests that there 
will be a Press Conference on monday at the Press 
Club  where an un named Government officer will 
present evidence and there for make disclosure. 
I don't know who this person is, and I don't know what 
evidence he plans on presenting. 
My feeling is this is another Disclosure Project type 
event that will present unconfirmable evidence and 
testimony that will once again be ignored.
Your feelings? 
[edit on 9-11-2007 by robwerden] 
[edit on 9-11-2007 by robwerden]
Link to thread: ...thread314290/pg1

Children herded like cattle 
into Maryland courthouse for 
forced vaccinations
Created by: SimiusDei on November 22, flags: 32, replies: 
162
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The State of Maryland has now turned to Gestapo 
tactics to force its medical will upon the People, 
stripping parents of any right to decide how they wish 
to protect their own children from infectious disease. 
Health authorities there have already announced their 
intent to essentially kidnap parents and throw them in 
jail, removing them from their children for up  to thirty 
days if they continue to refuse to have their children 
vaccinated. This will all be conducted at gunpoint, with 
armed"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread316837/pg1

Why * I Disagree With John 
Lear * And YOU Should Too
Created by: Rockpuck on November 2, flags: 31, replies: 
190
Been a long time since I commented on a John Lear 
thread. For a couple of reasons, most importantly the 
last time I was post banned for a few days, but also 
because Lear completely avoids confrontation... which 
in my personal opinion proves he is disingenuous. 

Now, but quite honeslt if ANYONE said half the things 
HE says they would be banned for hoaxing. 
John Lear, son of the man who made the Lear Jet. 
Perhaps that gave him the idea that he is important 
and that people would listen to him, who knows. 
The thing is, he has all these contacts, NSA, NASA, 
CIA, HLS, ect, ect, ect .. very connected. But its is 
claims that give him away. 
For instance. 
soul collector on the moon. What a joke. Any pics? No. 
None. He has pics of rock formations he claims are 
mines, but to lazy apparently to capture the giant soul 
collector. 
Ask him for proof... he insults you. Ask him to back up 
a claim, he deems you ignorant. 
As I said, if I claimed to know sources to prove a giant 
soul collector (among many things) without proof I 
would be banned for a hoax. 
I thought ATS denied ignorance, not embrace it.. so I 
ask, under what reasoning do his devout followers 
believe such bogas information? 
And more importantly 
Why, John Lear, do you not answer critics instead of 
ignoring or insulting your critics? 
[edit on 11/2/2007 by Rockpuck] 
admin edit: removed childish name calling 
[edit on 11-3-2007 by Springer]
Link to thread: ...thread312914/pg1

UFO Bombshell 
Announcement CNN to Bring 
forth USG military Officials
Created by: zorgon on November 8, flags: 31, replies: 244
UFO BOMBSHELL ANNOUCEMENT! CNN TO 
BRING FORTH USG  MILITARY OFFICIALS, "BLACK 
WORLD" SUPERSTARS and GOVERNMENT 
OFFICIALS FROM AROUND THE WORLD TO  "OUT" 
THE UFO/ET MATTER! 
Thursday, November 8th, 9 p.m. ET, 6 p.m. PT on the 
"Larry King LIVE!" Show! 
CORRECTION The program is now being shown 
Friday Nov 9th... 
MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW! 
UFO BREAKING NEW FLASH: 
"High-ranking military officials and government 
personnel from around the world discuss close 
encounters with UFOs. Is national security on the line? 
Or perhaps some reputations? Whatever your take, 
you'll be talking about this long after Larry says good 
night." 
[edit on 8-11-2007 by zorgon]
Link to thread: ...thread313982/pg1
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State of the U.S. Economy 
Explained!!!! WATCH
Created by: ModernAcademia on November 8, flags: 31, 
replies: 35
Everyone will say this may go into abovepolitics, but 
the state of the U.S. economy is very much a current 
topic, despite who the speaker is explaining it to you. 
Please watch this video and allow Ron Paul to explain 
in more detail than any other candidate has the 
courage or competency to, where does the housing 
issue come from, how currency is inflated etc........ 
This speech is so well done, as much people as 
possible should watch this, so if you think the message 
is important only then please flag it. 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Very powerful video!
Link to thread: ...thread314026/pg1

Information Needed - win 
10,000 points
Created by: Crakeur on November 29, flags: 31, replies: 112
As some of you may know, Springer and I are on the 
road for site related business and, as a result, 
researching the following question is something we 
simply cannot do at this moment. Sure, we could wait 
until we returned tomorrow to start looking into it but 
we figured you guys might know the answer or be able 
to answer it faster than either of us could. So, I'm 
offering 10,000 points to the first person to tell me 
which nation had the capability to launch the heaviest 
object into space in August 1967 and, more important, 
how much was the maximum launchable weight? 
10,000 points to the first person to find the right 
answer (yes, I would like something to document it). 
FYI, there is mention of where we are and what we're 
doing so, if you can put two and two together, you can 
figure out how big this might be. 
Thanks and good researching.
Link to thread: ...thread318162/pg1

Intelligence deputy to 
America: Rethink privacy
Created by: Leevi on November 12, flags: 29, replies: 41
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Privacy no longer can mean anonymity, says Donald 
Kerr, the principal deputy director of national 
intelligence. Instead, it should mean that government 
and businesses properly safeguard people's private 
communications and financial information.... 
"It's just another trust us, we're the government," he 
said."(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread314707/pg1

FBI Raids "Liberty Dollar" 
Company Offices - 
Confiscates All "Ron Paul 
Dollars"
Created by: OBE1 on November 15, flags: 29, replies: 131
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"I sincerely regret to inform you that about 8:00 this 
morning a dozen FBI and Secret Service agents 
raided the Liberty Dollar office in Evansville. 
For approximately six hours they took all the gold, all 
the silver, all the platinum and almost two tons of Ron 
Paul Dollars that where just delivered last Friday. They 
also took all the files, all the computers and froze our 
bank accounts. - Bernard von NotHaus 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread315476/pg1

UFO Orb Fleet over San 
Francisco Bay!! [video]
Created by: Terrapop on November 20, flags: 28, replies: 91
Pretty interesting video filmed on 11-18-07 here: 
What are these things? :o Anybody else seen these 
over SF on that day? 
mod edit: caps in title 
[edit on 11/20/2007 by kinglizard]
Link to thread: ...thread316480/pg1
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Discussion of contents of 
NIST Letter of Rejection
Created by: Valhall on November 2, flags: 27, replies: 32
I have decided to create this thread as a place to 
discuss the statements made by NIST in their letter of 
response to a request by some of the families of the 
911 victims to release more information and to 
incorporate or make modifications to their analysis. 
You may read NIST's letter here: 
I would first like to list the problematic and concerning 
statements made by NIST in this letter: 
First and most concerning, the report stated that the 
less severe damage models for the WTC impact/fire 
"did not meet two key observables: (1) no aircraft 
debris was calculated to exit the side opposite to 
impact and most of the debris was stopped prior to 
reaching this side, in contradiction to what was 
observed in photographs and videos of the impact 
event (see Section 7.10), and (2) the fire-structural and 
collapse initiation analyses of the damaged towers 
(NIST NCSTAR 1-6) indicated that the towers would 
not have collapsed had the less severe damage 
results been used." 
The request of the families was basically that you can't 
not publish model results simply because the impact/
fire damage alone didn't result in collapse....so please 
publish the less severe damage models. NIST's 
response to this was that the above quote from the 
report... 
"...should have read, "The less severe damage case 
did not meet a key observable: no aircraft debris was 
calculated to exit the side opposite to impact and most 
of the debris was stopped prior to reaching that side, in 
contradiction to what was observed in photographs 
and videos of the impact event (see Section 7.10). 
NIST has issued an erratum to correct this error..." 
So they removed their reasoning because their 
reasoning was challenged. This critical statement of 
the model selection process will be removed from the 
report. 
Let's review what is left. NIST states that the other 
reason the less severe damage model was not 
published is because the debris did not exit the 
opposite side of the building and therefore did not 
create visible external damage in agreement with 
photographic and video evidence of the day, but in the 
first paragraph of response A they state: 
"In the less severe damage case, while the damage to 
the exterior wall impacted by aircraft was in 
reasonable agreement with observable data, namely 
photographic evidence, agreement with other key 
observables was not achieved, in particular the shifting 
of building contents due to the aircraft impact." 

Of course, immediately one sees an issue with this 
statement because no one knows of photographic or 
video evidence of the shifting of contents in the 
buildings. One is left to assume that NIST has no idea 
what that shifting was and therefore this is not a valid 
reason for rejection of the model, OR NIST has 
photographic and video evidence that has not been 
revealed to the public. Of course, one can also 
assume that if NIST is being honest in this statement 
then the greater damage model MET this content shift 
of which they have knowledge and since numerous 
eye witness accounts and first responder 
transmissions and depositions result in evidence of 20 
foot marble slabs blown off the lobby level walls of 
WTC 1 and collapses in the sublevel of the building, 
we are left to assume these events did, in fact, occur 
in the more severe damage model. Right? 
But they go on to say: 
"While none of the damage scenarios resulted in 
landing gear debris exiting the opposite face of the 
WTC 1 model, NIST documents in NCSTAR 1-2, 
chapter 7, the uncertainties in the configuration of the 
building interor on the floors of impact that could 
influence the modeling results and also documents the 
aspects of the model construction that also influence 
the model results." 
These statements are problematic to NIST in regards 
to the reason given for rejecting the request to publish 
the lesser damage model. First, if none of the models 
matched the video and photographic evidence they 
are reporting to be the benchmark for validation, then 
the reason given for rejecting the lesser damage 
model, that of not meeting this same evidence, can't 
discretely be applied to rejecting that model relative to 
the other models. In addition, if NIST is going to 
confess they don't even know the configuration of the 
building interior, how can they claim to have sufficient 
knowledge of the shifting of contents in the building to 
the point they can use it as a criteria for rejecting the 
lesser damage model? 
In response E of this letter NIST responds to the 
families' request that the models be re-ran at the 
maximum temperature of 250 C (around 650 F) due to 
the fact NIST states in their report they found no 
evidence that any of the recovered core columns 
experienced temperatures in excess of 250 C. They 
reject the request to re-run the model at this lower 
temperature based on the disingenuous argument that 
just because they didn't find core columns that had 
experienced higher temperatures doesn't mean there 
weren't core columns that exceeded 250 C; that and 
the small number of specimens they tested was too 
small to be representative of the core column 
population. 
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Well, this point has been a point I have hammered on 
for 2 years now. 
1. NIST if you didn't do enough specimen gathering 
and specimen testing then you robbed the US 
taxpayer...because you didn't do your job. Give us 
back our money and turn your engineering licenses in. 
2. NIST if you state you did not find evidence of core 
columns being exposed to temperatures in excess of 
250 C then you should not model with higher 
temperatures you have no test data to support. And 
you CAN'T reject the request to model at the 
temperature limit your data DOES support!
The last section of this letter has to do with the 
families' claim that NIST violated the Data Quality Act 
and the OMB/NIST Information Quality Standards 
because the NIST did not look at additional factors 
other than the plane impact and fire to fully investigate 
the possible scenarios leading to collapse. 
I could regurgitate their bureaucratic backside-
covering response, but it really doesn't matter at this 
point because they already admitted in the report they 
rejected any damage models in which the impact and 
the fire didn't result in the collapse of the building - but 
hurry and go read it in the report because as noted 
above, they are going to remove that statement now. 
This thread will be dedicated to the discussion of the 
importance of the contents of this letter and the 
implications it could have going forward. In addition, if 
anyone has further points they would like to make 
about certain statements in the letter not covered in 
this post - feel free. 
This thread will not be allowed to be derailed to 
another topic and I will make sure Springer stays 
involved to prevent that. You have been duly warned. 
[edit on 11-2-2007 by Valhall]
Link to thread: ...thread312896/pg1

U.S. Constitution invalid for 
nearly 75 years
Created by: jackinthebox on November 19, flags: 27, 
replies: 59
On March 9, 1933 Congress granted President 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt his request of "Broad 
executive power to wage a war against the emergency 
as great as the power that would be given to me if we 
were in fact invaded by a foreign foe." 
The emergency was a shortage of gold reserves (with 
the Great Depression underway.) 
Vast un-Constitutional powers are granted by 
emergency power rules and remain in effect until the 
President declares the emergency over. (Property 
seizure, military deployment and martial law, travel 

restrictions and censorship  etc. are granted without 
further Congressional approval.) 
Neither FDR nor any of his succesors have declared 
the emergency over. 
In 1973 Senate report 92549 admitted, "Since 1933 
the United States has been in a state of declared 
national emergency..." 
Presidents Truman, Nixon, and George W. Bush have 
added further declarations. 
These declarations must be anulled and the emrgency 
declared over by the U.S. President for the 
Constitution to be effectively reinstated. 
[edit on 19-11-2007 by jackinthebox]
Link to thread: ...thread316204/pg1

UFO Conference Live on CNN 
right now!!
Created by: Uniceft17 on November 12, flags: 26, replies: 
164
Here it goes: 
You will have to click on the live tab  and then go to the 
ufo conference video that is being held in Washington 
DC right now, I just started watching it and they are 
talking about experiences right now.
Link to thread: ...thread314782/pg1

No, I will not vaccinate my 
children!
Created by: stompk on November 24, flags: 26, replies: 303
The recent vaccination controversy in Maryland, set 
me on a path of investigation. 
I signed a waiver this year for my two girls not to 
receive vaccinations. 
After watching the video below, I believe I made the 
right choice. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
I urge all parent and expecting parent to watch the 
above video. 
Be informed. The government statistics are full of lies 
and false positives. 
Fact from the video: 
Polio, had declined by 80% when the vaccination was 
introduce. The rate of polio went up  after the 
vaccination was introduced. 
Jaw dropping statistic after jaw dropping statistic from 
doctors!
Link to thread: ...thread317172/pg1
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Movie of an Alien found in my 
C Directory on My Computer!
Created by: Palasheea on November 5, flags: 23, replies: 
657
Before you read my post here, my only request is that 
you read it with an open mind and don't even think that 
the information presented here is fraudulent in any 
way, shape or form. What happened really happened 
and everything that I am saying here is completely true 
and I'm still trying to decide if I'm thrilled about that or 
not but please read on... 
I found these 2 video's not too long ago inserted 
directly into my C directory. I never save any of my 
files directly into my C Directory but that's where they 
were found. I live alone and I'm the only person who 
uses this computer. These movie files were also 
labeled in a way that I never label my files... nor do I 
ever record and save avi movies, yet, these files were 
in avi format. But here's the bottom line, I DID NOT 
EVEN RECORD THESE MOVIES!! ... SOMEONE OR 
SOME-THING ELSE RECORDED THESE MOVIES 
but not I. 
But before I continue, 
below is a screenshot of my C Directory showing 
where these video's were found. See ScreenCam avi 
files near the bottom of the below picture? Notice the 
time when each was recorded? One minute apart 
right? Right. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
As you can see in the image above, there are 2 
movies. Each were only taken ONE minute apart. 
(read on to understand why I'm so amazed by this). 
One was of my leather recliner and another was also 
of my leather recliner but WITH SOMEONE IN IT (and 
someone was behind it too where its large ROUND 
head bopped up  for a second and went back down -- 
but what in the world is it?? And who's sitting in my 
chair??). 
I put them on some You Tube pages for anyone to 
view. The quality of the second movie is poor because 
they used no artificial lighting and closed the blinds too 
to keep  out the daylight. But in the movie showing just 
the recliner, the blinds were open at that time allowing 
for a better quality recording. 
Here is the movie showing only my leather recliner. 
The blinds were open at the time when this short 
movie was recorded which was only ONE minute 
before the second movie was recorded: 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Here's the second movie (below) and as you can see, 
whom ever or what ever recorded this movie closed 
the blinds before recording it. 'They' used my old 
webcam to record these movies and when there's not 

enough lighting they turn out really grainy, like this 
one. Nevertheless, one can still see that something 
really weird is going on here where there seems to be 
'someone' or something sitting in the chair where there 
also is SOMETHING, with a LARGE ROUND HEAD 
that bops up  from behind the chair and then goes back 
down again!! Here's that movie taken ONE minute 
after the first one which showed only the chair.... 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Here's a slowed down version of this same movie: 
At any rate, I'm just guessing on this but I think 'they' 
included a movie showing just the chair so that I would 
know that the second movie taken one minute later 
was also the chair too but with someone in it and 
someone or something behind it too. 
Here are some frames from the movie (see link 
below). Once again, that second movie is poor in 
quality and so are these images but this is not National 
Geographic and I was not even going to present any of 
this information here in this forum because of the poor 
quality of that movie. But now several months have 
gone by and I've decided to show these movies just in 
case someone out there may find them interesting. 
In my view, the being with the large round head is of 
special interest and looks... well... ALIEN.... sort of like 
the quintessential head of how greys have been 
described. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
The being that's sitting in the chair is interesting also 
and there's also another being to the left of it leaning 
on the chair with part of its arm showing. There are 
other interesting faces and so on ... some of these 
'beings' seemed to morph into other kinds of 'beings'. 
I'm just using the word 'beings' in its general sense. 
[edit on 5-11-2007 by Palasheea]
Link to thread: ...thread313416/pg1

9/11 Conspiracy: Who Killed 
John O'Neill?
Created by: SkepticOverlord on November 13, flags: 23, 
replies: 58
One Actor, One Room, Seven Characters: 9/11. 
Traumatized by the September 11th attacks, one man 
struggles to dismantle official history, at the expense of 
his sanity and even his life. Grappling with multiple 
realities - and multiple personalities - he must retreat 
into his mind in pursuit of the truth. In a fictional film 
about non-fictional events, there is a place where 
belief and faith will blind you, where nothing is sacred, 
and to get there all you have to do is ask: 
"Who Killed John O'Neill?" 
a dead art film by ty rauber and ryan thurston
Link to thread: ...thread314959/pg1
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Healthy eating only for the 
rich?
Created by: Enrikez on November 19, flags: 23, replies: 193
I have seen statistics claiming that 17% of kids aged 2 
to 19 years old were overweight. 
And that 32% of adults were obese. 
Could this be discrimination due to poverty? 
The cost of eating healthy is enourmously 
disproportionate. Is this because the government is 
subsidizing the crappy foods, making them cheaper?
I came across this graph: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
"And corn subsidies in particular aren't just why meat 
is subsidized. It's why things like pop  and other types 
of junk food are so much cheaper than healthy foods 
(think high-fructose corn syrup), which is also why 
poor people tend to be more obese, have higher 
incidences of diabetes, and so on. 
Empty and unhealthy calories are just cheaper, and 
they're cheaper because the government straight-up 
subsidizes them." 
This doesn't seem very fair. The people who cannot 
afford to eat healthy are stuck with disease and 
obesity because they cannot afford good food?
Does anyone else think this is disgusting?
Link to thread: ...thread316360/pg1

Russia's nuclear forces 
placed on alert
Created by: MikeboydUS on November 20, flags: 23, 
replies: 121
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Tony Halpin in Moscow 
President Putin accused Nato yesterday of threatening 
Russia’s security and ordered the military to place the 
country’s strategic nuclear arsenal on a higher state of 
alert. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread316585/pg1

Lest WE Forget
Created by: GAOTU789 on November 6, flags: 22, replies: 
47
November 11th will soon be upon us. It's 
Remembrance Day here in Canada and Veterans Day 
south of the border. A day that we are asked to take 
time to remember and thank all the men and women 
who have fought and who have died in service to our 

countries. So in honor of that I want to take the time to 
say thank you. 
Thank you to my Great Grandfather, who at 16 
enlisted in the Canadian Army and fought in WW1. He 
was wounded in combat at the Battle of Ypres in April 
of 1915. 
Thank you to my two Great Uncles, who fought in the 
invasion of Italy and who landed on Juno Beach, 
Normandy, June 6th 1944. 
Thank you to my little brother, who served in Somalia, 
Bosnia, Eritrea, and Afghanistan. Who was part of the 
honor guard for the 60th anniversary of DDay in 
Normandy. 
Thank you to all the veterans, past and present, who 
heralded the call to serve their country. 
Thank you. 
All though we have one official day a year to 
remember, we should take the time every day to thank 
the people of our Armed Forces. We may not agree 
with the operations they are on but we should respect 
them for their sacrifices. 
""In Flanders Fields" 
by: John McCrae 
In Flanders fields the poppies blow 
Between the crosses, row on row, 
That mark our place; and in the sky 
The larks, still bravely singing, fly 
Scarce heard amid the guns below. 
We are the Dead. Short days ago 
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 
Loved and were loved, and now we lie 
In Flanders fields. 
Take up our quarrel with the foe: 
To you from failing hands we throw 
The torch; be yours to hold it high. 
If ye break faith with us who die 
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 
In Flanders fields." 
[edit on 6-11-2007 by GAOTU789]
Link to thread: ...thread313685/pg1

History Channel - The 
Universe
Created by: Hyzera on November 12, flags: 22, replies: 27
Found this on Stage6 on divx.com. Documentries by 
History Channel on the universe. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 

Enjoy! :):up:
Link to thread: ...thread314793/pg1
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Detailed Ufo case: Florence, 
Italy 1954
Created by: ImShrike on November 20, flags: 22, replies: 45
What happened in Italy in October 1954 has nothing to 
do with airplanes and meteors. 
Newspapers at the time wrote that into the sky was as 
if a hypothetical staff of flying discs had decided to 
make its big maneuvers in Florence and Tuscany. 
It was the year of great wave autumn that practically 
all interested peninsula and the recurrent theme cover 
of the Domenica del Corriere and Titles of the 
newspaper La Nazione. 
According to chronicles are recorded repeated 
sightings of unidentified objects that seemed "to 
couples from different forms: as a wing white seagulls 
in flight, a drop  of water, a hat Chinese; fast a few 
seconds of each other." 
The witness is the most famous of journalist Batini 
author of a comprehensive article on The Nation, but 
the newspaper reported for a day following reports and 
related assumptions about the nature of the 
phenomenon. 
LA NAZIONE + L'UNITA' 28/10/1954; UFO IN ITALIA 
II, 244 
Il GIORNALE del MATTINO 24/11/1954; UFO  IN 
ITALIA II, 330 
MESSAGGERO + GAZZETTA PADANA + GAZZETTA 
del SUD + IL GAZZETTINO + altri 20/10/1954; UFO IN 
ITALIA II, 134 
Two men, namely Gennaro Lucetti and Pietro 
Lastrucci stood on the balcony of a hotel located in St. 
Mark’s Square of Venice, on October 27, 1954. The 
men suddenly saw two “shining spindles” flying across 
the sky. The objects left a fiery white trail as they 
zipped along. Both objects flew at high speed, one of 
them at some distance away from the other. Then the 
objects took a U-turn and flew away in the direction of 
Florence. 
At Municipal Stadium was playing soccer between 
Fiorentina and Pistoiese. Among the players Fiorentina 
note Costagliola, Magnini, Cervato, Chiappella, 
Rosetta, Segato, Mariani, Gren, Virgili, Gratton, 
Bizzarri, Sarti, Capucci, Del Scratch, Scaramucci, 
Biagi, Orzan, Luna, Tassinari, Ghersetich, Buzzin, 
Vidal . For the Pistoiese Vadi, Pierallini, Vettori, 
Caiumi, Tuci, Lomi, Balsimelli, Lenci Carpini, 
Vannucchi, Fossi. 
Above the stage there was two mysterious flying 
objects. The match was interrupted; fans of the two 
teams, astonished, lifted his eyes to the sky to watch 
the evolution of the objects; Ferruccio Valcareggi also 
observed the scene along with players of the two 
teams. 

Romulus Tuci, at the time of Pistoiese captain, said: "It 
was a beautiful day. At some point we noticed that the 
spectators looked in the air. Was spontaneous stop  for 
us players. As I saw small rings away, what were not 
know really. short, we were among those who saw 
them and who does not, and there was also those who 
did not pay any attention, believing in who knows 
what. How long remained suspended the game, 
sincerely do not remember, passed fifty 'years, how do 
I say ten minutes, or more? But we watch all in the air. 
Fifty years ago, you think? ". 
The whole town had halted with the nose up  to 
observe the evolution of the objects. 
It was certainly not of collective hallucination; ten 
thousand people at the stadium, phone calls from all 
over the city and suburbs, Sesto, Peretola. All to 
describe objects in the sky and a strange snow of 
spiders' webs. 
Mr Jacopozzi and other people in his company looked 
objects with binoculars and gathered the mysterious 
cotton-like. The comments would be revealed that the 
objects were shaped drop  of water, others shaped hat 
Mandarin Chinese; proceeded at speeds high and 
were produced in complicated evolution. 
[continue...] 
[edit on 20-11-2007 by ImShrike] 
[edit on 20-11-2007 by ImShrike]
Link to thread: ...thread316402/pg1

ATS Premium: The Katrina 
Incident: Media Manipulation 
Masks Government 
Malfeasance.
Created by: xenya on November 18, flags: 22, replies: 43
Introduction 
New Orleans, Louisiana is the location of one of the 
greatest disasters to occur in modern times. On 
August 29, 2005 a hurricane hit land and began its 
destructive movement north. The hurricane's official 
designation became 'Katrina,' and will be remembered 
as the most expensive natural disaster to occur in 
United States history at roughly 86 billion dollars. 
Whole island chains were obliterated, as evinced by 
satellite photography, and nearly 80% of New Orleans 
ultimately ended up  flooded. [1] The meteorological 
nature of hurricane Katrina is but a small piece of what 
actually happened, however; the real disaster began 
after landfall. The political action, or inaction, by the 
government is viewed by a wide array of people as a 
chief failure of current executive power. Therefore, 
various failures in government reaction have been the 
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main focus in the public consensus. However, the 
proactive quality of engaging in illegal activities by the 
government should be viewed with far greater scrutiny. 
Indeed, could it be that the media coverage was 
manipulated in such a way as to mask the true nature 
of government infringement on rights? These and 
other issues are of prime importance to this essay and 
will be supported by evidence from the public forum 
held at Chester University, October 23, 2007. 
The Chester University Public Forum 
In the opening sequences of the forum, a few issues 
seemed to dominate the discussion; chiefly, the notion 
of evidence through media coverage as factual or 
fictional. Although one of the speakers claimed that 
media sources are almost always right, scrutiny needs 
to be given to this subject. The media exists to provide 
people, some of which may have little or no direct 
contact with the covered event, with objective data 
reporting. However, media does tend to have an 
agenda. 
Richard M. Cohen, former Senior Producer for CBS 
political news, illustrates this concept quite well when 
he reportedly stated that, "We are going to impose our 
agenda on the [media] coverage by dealing with 
issues and subjects that we choose to deal with." A 
universally unbiased media outlet seems to be 
something of a nonentity. Why were the Katrina 
survivors and "refugees" not considered as such, as a 
whole, but more so as separate groups; blacks, 
whites, looters, gang bangers, criminals, and 
survivalists. 
Thereupon, an assortment of media providers were 
covering the event for the entire country, and world. 
There stories, implications, and captions were 
powerful indeed. Unless one had physically 
experienced the events in New Orleans following 
hurricane Katrina, media was likely the exclusive 
source of information. 
Racially Inflammatory Rumors Delivered as Fact 
Forum member Larry Kesterson, staff photographer of 
the Philadelphia Inquirer, referenced the supposed 
rape of a six year old female in the Superdome as 
being entirely fabricated. The Superdome acted as a 
post disaster relocation and detainment center for New 
Orleans refugees; it is the apparent epicenter of 
several rumors of murder, robbery, assault, and rape, 
many of such claims remain unsubstantiated. These 
rumors became news as this information was 
recorded, synthesized, and then broadcast to millions 
of listeners worldwide. Therein, the margin for a 
substantial disparity existing between the factual 
occurrences of a besieged New Orleans and the 
reported news is rather large. 
What might the motives behind the rumor propagation 
and falsification of stories be? One unidentified student 

attending the forum asked the following question of the 
forums leaders, "Why do you feel the abuses of civil 
rights were so underreported; rights such as protection 
from illegal search and seizure, and the right to keep 
and bear arms?" Indeed, this raises questions. Why 
was their so much emphasis on highlighting the 
dangers of looting and the obvious roles of the various 
classes and races of the refugees? According to 
musician Kanye West, "You see a black family, it says, 
'They're looting.' You see a white family, it says, 
'They're looking for food." This quote illustrates the 
quality of the situation, wherein various roles and 
designations where given to certain groups of 
"refugees" by the media. 
Few people seem to have noticed, immediately 
anyway, the broad scope of what the government 
accomplished in this time. While the media seems to 
have been focused on the relief effort in general and 
various criminal activities, the government was 
carrying out broad sweeping violations of the Bill of 
Rights. 
Abuse of Power by Government Representatives 
There are numerous reports of blatant disregard for 
the 2nd amendment through illegal gun confiscation. 
Deputy Chief Warren Riley publicly announced that 
"No one will be able to be armed. We are going to take 
all the weapons." In one dramatic incident Patty Konie, 
an elderly but well stocked and prepared civilian 
homeowner, was attacked by heavily armed police for 
possessing a pistol. Furthermore, Patty Konie was not 
in the immediate disaster zone and her life was not in 
danger. A substantiation for confiscation of her weapon 
remains unseen. 
In ABC World News coverage, Konie goes on to 
explain how the police, "punched [her] in the face" and 
she ultimately believed that, "...they were going to kill 
me." [2] In addition to the 2nd amendment, the 4th 
amendment was simultaneously violated by the 
seizure of her property (pistol) and the search of her 
home. In the same report, Robert Zas, a civilian 
firearm owner, claims that the police seized his legal 
firearms and promptly destroyed them on the spot 
following an illegal search of his vehicle. The abuse of 
power by the government is incongruent with the with 
any legal method for seizing one's property or revoking 
the right to keep  and bear arms, these were law 
abiding and peaceable citizens, not criminals. 
An Opportunity for Treachery 
The obvious and gross abuses of inalienable 
Constitutional rights of citizens may represent phase 1 
of the governments denial of civil liberty. Race issues 
were well documented by media as well, and may 
represent another facet of the government's treachery. 
The assertion has been made repeatedly that the 
failure of the government to respond to refugees was 
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due to race related issues. Institutional racism, as 
mentioned by Annette John-Hall who works as the 
metro columnist for the Philadelphia Inquirer, is 
defined as a step  beyond individual racism where 
racism exists as policy or de facto norm. However, it 
does not appear as though racism can directly be 
associated with the improper action of FEMA and the 
government in general. 
The issues at hand with the incident of Katrina deal 
with everyone, people of all races, and they represent 
a gross violation of civil rights as delegated by the US 
Constitution. Racism does exist in the United States, 
perhaps even on an institutional level through biased 
and politically motivated reports as noted earlier by 
Kanye West. Yet Katrina represents a far more 
universal attack on rights, people of all races have 
been affected. 
Government Hired Private "Security" Forces As A 
Means Around Posse Comitatus 
Of a more frightening nature, however, is the use of 
force by private entities. Why are there reports of 
private property owners being allowed to defend their 
stake with weapons? Journalist Jeremy Scahill rights: 
"As business leaders and government officials talk 
openly of changing the demographics of what was one 
of the most culturally vibrant of America's cities, 
mercenaries from companies like DynCorp, Intercon, 
American Security Group, Blackhawk, Wackenhut and 
an Israeli company called Instinctive Shooting 
International (ISI) are fanning out to guard private 
businesses and homes, as well as government 
projects and institutions. Within two weeks of the 
hurricane, the number of private security companies 
registered in Louisiana jumped from 185 to 235. 
Some, like Blackwater, are under federal contract. 
Others have been hired by the wealthy elite, like F. 
Patrick Quinn III, who brought in private security to 
guard his $3 million private estate and his luxury 
hotels, which are under consideration for a lucrative 
federal contract to house FEMA workers." [3] 
Thus, individual citizens were disarmed leaving them 
subject to the whim of criminals, who by definition do 
not subscribe to the rule of law, and mercenaries, 
some of whom had recently been deployed to Iraq for 
combat. The Posse Comitatus act forbids the use of 
US troops to police citizens or to be used as law 
enforcement. Using mercenaries may be a way around 
this regulation without having to declare martial law. 
The Media Distortions Masked Wide-Spread Rights 
Violations 
This has all happened within the United States. 
Civilians have been killed by mercenaries, police have 
murdered civilians, and one must let the unreported or 
undocumented incidences speak for themselves. [4] 
Lawlessness and a breakdown in society has occurred 

before in the 1992 Los Angeles riots, it occurred in 
New Orleans in 2005, and the threat of it happening 
anywhere in the United States again is very real. It 
seems clear that in times of emergency the prevailing 
ideology is to look to government for safety and 
sustenance, this mindset must be challenged. 
Violations of humans rights go virtually unchallenged 
unless a stable system of government exists to 
prosecute those infractions of the law; however, this is 
taking into consideration that a stable government will 
at some point restore the rule of law and order. If such 
a disaster were to be extrapolated to account for a 
multi-city disaster situation, the blatant violations seen 
in Katrina would return with ruthless similarity. The 
chances of further meteorological disasters in cities on 
the eastern seaboard does not seem obvious as yet; 
however, the events of the hurricane Katrina disaster 
produced a critical lesson for those meaning to survive 
in the 21st century. 
-survival is self proclaimed and not assured- 
Link to thread: ...thread316091/pg1

Magma pushing up ground in 
Yellowstone
Created by: traderonwallst on November 9, flags: 21, 
replies: 149
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"WASHINGTON (AP) -- Yellowstone National Park, 
once the site of a giant volcano, has begun swelling 
up, possibly because molten rock is accumulating 
beneath the surface, scientists report. 
Yellowstone's Great Fountain Basin spews in file 
photograph provided by the National Parks Service. 
But, "there is no evidence of an imminent volcanic 
eruption," said Robert B. Smith, a professor of 
geophysics at the University of Utah. 
Many giant volcanic craters around the world go up 
and down over decades without erupting, he said. 
Smith and colleagues report in Friday's issue of the 
journal Science that the flow of the ancient 
Yellowstone crater has been moving upward almost 3 
inches per year for the past three years. 
That is more than three times faster than ever 
observed since such measurements began in 1923, 
the researchers said. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread314139/pg1
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Thunder Blitz?! - NOT a moth 
on the camera!
Created by: Bspiracy on November 14, flags: 21, replies: 66
I can't for the life of me even conjecture on what this 
may be with any confidence. 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
For some reason no matter how I paste the video ID 
number into the "you tube" link function, it doesn't 
preview.. so if it doesn't work, here's the link 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Explanations welcome because I'm all ears for the 
mundane being exposed.. 
Anyone here able to translate the newscast? 
b
Link to thread: ...thread315172/pg1

FOIA: White Sands Missle 
Expert Sees Flying Saucer
Created by: AboveTopSecret.com on November 14, flags: 
21, replies: 31
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Incident #90 Between Las Cruces, NM: White Sands 
V-2 Firing Range 
Interview with White Sands missile scientist who saw a 
"flying saucer" over the V-2 test range, and reported it 
to local media. 
Document date: 1947-06-29 
Department: Naval Research Laboratory 
Author: Naval Research Laboratory 
Document type: report 
pages: 14 
Archivist's Notes: The document includes newspaper 
clippings of the missile expert's eye-witness account of 
a flying saucer over the Naval Research Laboratory 
missle range. The expert, Dr. C. J. Zohn, who was in 
the area to participate in secret tests, indicated he saw 
the saucer four days before the scheduled testing 
activity at White sands. 
This one is really interesting. Apparently a missile 
expert summoned by the Navy to participate in testing 
the V-2 at White Sands saw a "flying saucer" a few 
days before testing began. He reported it to local 
media, and then the official cover-up began. 
I suppose someone called in by the Navy to participate 
in testing missiles would have a pretty good idea of 
what he's looking at in the sky.
Link to thread: ...thread315252/pg1

E.T. War between Draco - 
Pleidian
Created by: Here Now on November 17, flags: 21, replies: 
419
James Cazbolt N.S.A. Psychic Assassin recently 
talked about an impending war on Coast to Coast. He 
was told from NSA insider that war is on the horizon. I 
have known about this as well for some time after 
being contacted by the Pleidian/Andromeda E.T.s 
around 1996. Our planet is currently surrounded by 
thousands of Races that have arrived in Mother Ship 
Craft among others. The earth itself if being 
surrounded by a large Force of Higher Light Beings. 
The forces are here to break our bonds with the Draco 
(Lizard Race) or Orion Syndicate who have been here 
on this planet in force enslaving us through currupted 
Government officials by various methods. 
J.Cazbolt also talks about advanced technology our 
Govt has that can be added to telescopes to view 
these ships. Stating Jose E. who photographs rods 
also have pics of these ships. Its total discloser and 
why arent we talking about it? 
Anyone else aware of this war? 
Has anyone heard about our Mars colonies being 
eliminated? Called Adam and Eve? 300,000 humans 
lost to the Draco.
Link to thread: ...thread316016/pg1

U.S. Supreme Court Takes Up 
Gun-Rights Case
Created by: Realtruth on November 20, flags: 21, replies: 
132
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
" 
It's the first time since 1939 that the justices will 
confront the Constitution's right to bear arms. 
Analysts are calling it political dynamite. 
The potential landmark case is the first time since 
1939 that the Supreme Court will confront whether the 
Second Amendment protects an individual's right of 
gun ownership  or merely a collective right to keep  and 
bear arms while serving in a state militia. 
The answer is important because it could set the 
ground rules for gun-control laws across the country. If 
the right to keep  and bear arms is an individual right, it 
will limit government efforts to restrict the prevalence 
of guns among law-abiding citizens. Gun-control 
efforts would have to be reasonably related to a 
government interest, and entire categories of firearms 
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– like handguns – could not be banned. "(visit the link 
for the full news article) 
[edit on 20-11-2007 by Realtruth]
Link to thread: ...thread316536/pg1

Ronald Weinland Predicts 
Large Attack On US & Opening 
of the Seventh Seal of 
Revelation & Begining o
Created by: TruthSeekers on November 28, flags: 21, 
replies: 846
APRIL 2008 IS THE BEGINING  OF THE GREAT 
TRIBULATION ACCORDING  TOO RONALD 
WEINLAND 
Has anybody heard of this guy? I stumbled accross 
him the other day at his websites&
He seems too be a reputable member of the Church 
Of God and claims he is one of the Last Two 
Witnesses of which is stated in the Book Of revelation 
of the Bible. 
After listening too some of the interviews he has done 
in the interview section apperently by 2009 the US will 
not have a president? 
and in APRIL 2008 sees the opening of the Seventh 
Seal of Revelation as stated in the Bible (The Great 
Tribulation) where it starts with a massive attack on 
the US and Other Countrys which will lead too WW3. 
This then leads too the last three and half years of the 
great tribulation period and Christ return in fall 2011... 
KINDA WEIRD HOW IT ALL ENDS BY 2012? IN 2012 
onward Gods Kingdom will supposbly Governing the 
Earth and will be Gods Time Too Rule. 
I suggest peeps should go check his websites out and 
start listening too some of his interviews, the are very 
concerning. 
EXTRACT FROM HIS WEBSITE BELOW 
"2008 - God's Final Witness 
From now until the latter part of 2008, many 
prophecies are going to begin to be fulfilled, especially 
the Seven Thunders of the Book of Revelation, which 
the apostle John saw but was restricted from 
recording. Those thunders are revealed in this book, 
as well as detailed accounts of the final three and one-
half years of man's self-rule on earth, which are 
recorded in the account of the Seventh Seal of 
Revelation. 
Some of these prophecies concern the demise of the 
United States over the next year, which will be 
followed by man's final world war. This last war will be 
the result of clashing religions and the governments 

they sway. Billions will die! This time will far exceed 
even the very worst times in all human history. 
As these events unfold, the world will increasingly 
become aware of the authenticity of the words in this 
book and realize that Ronald Weinland has been sent 
by God as His end-time prophet. 
This book is primarily directed to the people of the 
three major religions of the world (Islam, Judaism and 
Christianity), whose roots are in the God of Abraham. 
Ronald Weinland has been sent to all three.(links 
removed, visit the thread for external references)" 
[edit on 28-11-2007 by TruthSeekers] 
[edit on 28-11-2007 by TruthSeekers] 
MOD EDIT to add external quote 
[edit on 1/3/2008 by benevolent tyrant]
Link to thread: ...thread317948/pg1

Real Cure for Cancer! 
Possibly aids too?
Created by: lifestudent on November 4, flags: 20, replies: 
145
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"According to a report due to be released in 
Decemeber in the American Cancer Society's Journal, 
Cancer, during the experiment, six rabbits with liver 
tumors were injected with a nanoparticle solution and 
placed inside Kanzius' radio-frequency machine. Two 
minutes later, the tumors were completely gone and 
there was no major damage to the surrounding healthy 
cells, according to the report. 
"My jaw dropped when I heard how the experiments 
went, because they only ran these experiments on six 
animals and the results were perfect; one after the 
other," Kanzius said. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Link to thread: ...thread313139/pg1

Fox news explains planet 
Nibiru and the Anunnaki
Created by: K-illuminati on November 3, flags: 20, replies: 
99
Hello here is a rare video of a never before mentioned 
mainstream fox news broadcast explaining the origins 
of the Anunnaki and their planet Nibiru AKA planet X, 
and the coming of this planet into our solar system 
around 2012. 
[edit on 3-11-2007 by K-illuminati]
Link to thread: ...thread313077/pg1
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Bush Administration Agenda 
to Sacrifice the Fifth Fleet – 
The New Pearl Harbor
Created by: goosdawg on November 10, flags: 20, replies: 
82
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The Bush administration has covered up and ignored 
dissenting Pentagon war games analysis that 
suggests an attack on Iran’s nuclear or military 
facilities will lead directly to the annihilation of the 
Navy’s Fifth Fleet now stationed in the Persian 
Gulf."(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 13-11-2007 by DontTreadOnMe]
Link to thread: ...thread314419/pg1

blue spirity thingy on news 
site
Created by: geek101 on November 13, flags: 20, replies: 
137
yes, crap title, i know. But the thing itself is interesting.: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The ghostly image was seen moving near and over 
cars at a Marathon gas station located near the corner 
of State Road and Pleasant Valley in Parma on 
Sunday" 
don't know what it could be. Very interesting though 
[edit on 13-11-2007 by geek101]
Link to thread: ...thread314948/pg1

Holmes Related Prediction 
(Crop Circle)
Created by: tunin on November 14, flags: 20, replies: 74
Ok, I'm not much into predictions, but this one caught 
my attention: 
Teaser: 
"English crop  pictures have always concerned 
themselves with various aspects of astronomy in our 
solar system. That makes perfect sense, if such 
messages are being sent to us across vast spans of 
time, from another human-like culture who lived on 
Earth in the distant past. What else would two such 
disparate cultures such as theirs and ours (who might 

not share a common written or spoken language) have 
in common, except for science, mathematics or 
astronomy? 
For example, crop  pictures from the year 1994 showed 
many schematic diagrams concerning the impact of 
Comet Shoemaker-Levy on planet Jupiter (see Kris 
Sherwood, 
w w w. c r o p c i r c l e c o n n e c t o r. c o m / M i l l e n n i u m /
scorpiushour.html). Likewise, crop  pictures from the 
year 1995 showed the unexpected outburst and break-
up  of Comet 73P Schwassman-Wachmann near Earth 
(see www.cropcirc leconnector.com/anasazi /
longwoodwarren2006.html 
o r www.c ropc i r c l econnec to r. com/anasaz i /
longwoodwarrren2007.html). In the latter case, news 
about break-up  that comet appeared in English fields 
three months before professional astronomers on 
Earth learned of the same event. 
Continues..." 
Original article:
I'm not saying this is true, as predictions come and go 
we barely pay attention to them anymore (at least me), 
but I can't deny it's surprising to see crop  circles 
predicting something of this magnitude. 
And so far, nothing on the media.. yet. 
As always, we shall wait and see what happens the 
next week.
Link to thread: ...thread315296/pg1

CNN Wages War On The VA 
Who Is Screwing Our 
Wounded Veterans
Created by: Dave Rabbit on November 17, flags: 20, 
replies: 35
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
When I first was told about this and went to the 
shortcuts provided, read the article, then watched the 
movie clips, I had to stop  a few minutes, take a break, 
and calm down. I can’t think of another time when I 
have been angrier about the United States 
Government Veteran’s Administration and how our 
returning wounded military men and women from Iraq 
are being treated. I think it is shameful, I think it is 
disgusting and I think this country needs to stand up 
and rake politicians and bureaucrats over the coals to 
insure that there will NEVER be another veteran who 
has to suffer or go through the humiliation of what you 
are going to read and see. 
Dave 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread316027/pg1
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I am Sam...I am new.
Created by: I am Sam on November 14, flags: 19, replies: 
307
I will take this time to welcome you to the world of 
Sam. 
Hopefully there isn't too many of you with weak 
stomachs. 
Put on your tin hat...it has begun!
Link to thread: ...thread315155/pg1

Fed pumps 47.25 bln dlrs into 
US banking system
Created by: Gools on November 16, flags: 19, replies: 68
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The Federal Reserve injected 47.25 billion dollars into 
US money markets Thursday to help ease tight 
liquidity, the central bank said. 
It was the largest single-day cash infusion since 
September 2001... it had injected the money in three 
separate operations: 19.25 billion dollars in a one-day 
operation, 20 billion dollars in a six-day operation and 
eight billion dollars in a 14-day operation. 
However, due to the expiration of other operations, the 
combined injections produced a net increase..."(visit 
the link for the full news article) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Link to thread: ...thread315762/pg1

Nanosolar's Breakthrough - 
Solar Now Cheaper than Coal
Created by: BlueRidge on November 23, flags: 19, replies: 
66
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Their mission: to deliver cost-efficient solar electricity. 
The Nanosolar company was founded in 2002 and is 
working to build the world’s largest solar cell factory in 
California and the world’s largest panel-assembly 
factory in Germany. They have successfully created a 
solar coating that is the most cost-efficient solar 
energy source ever. Their PowerSheet cells contrast 
the current solar technology systems by reducing the 
cost of production from $3 a watt to a mere 30 cents 
per watt. This makes, for the first time in history, solar 
power cheaper than burning coal."(visit the link for the 
full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread317133/pg1

Demon Dog in Photograph
Created by: Osiris1953 on November 5, flags: 18, replies: 
264
This is a very odd photograph/video that was being 
discussed on the radio on the way home from work. I 
figured I'd check it out. I'm really not sure what to 
make of it, so maybe we can get some opinions. It 
seems to clear and perfect to be real, but at the same 
time, who knows? Everyone else there at the time 
says that there was no dog around, but there it is and 
angry looking dog over the guys shoulder. It's also 
being reported by a fox news affiliate and we know 
how that can go. Anyhow, take a look. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 5-11-2007 by Osiris1953]
Link to thread: ...thread313427/pg1

The dollar's decline: from 
symbol of hegemony to 
shunned currency
Created by: infinite on November 17, flags: 18, replies: 47
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The decline of the dollar, symbol of US global 
hegemony for the best part of a century, may have 
become so entrenched that some experts now fear it is 
irreversible. 
"An American businessman over here who is given the 
choice would take anything but the dollar," David Buik 
of Cantor Index said yesterday. "I would want to be 
paid in yen, and if not yen then the euro or sterling. 
Korea's central bank has urged shipbuilders to issue 
invoices in the local currency and take precautions 
against the weakened dollar, and three of the world's 
big oil exporters, Iran, Venezuela, and Russia, are 
demanding payment in euros rather than dollars. Iran 
insisted that Japan should make all its payments for oil 
in yen, rather than dollars. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread315908/pg1
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a skull on mars (not face)
Created by: xbrendanx on November 24, flags: 18, replies: 
72
was looking around all day for ufo's on mars but i 
found this it looks like a skull i have always believed in 
lost civs. but now i have found proof i don't know if this 
is human or ET and there is no way a rock can form 
this way because with no water on mars it cant change 
shape like that 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
[edit on 24-11-2007 by xbrendanx]
Link to thread: ...thread317198/pg1

JFK killed for $5 billion ???
Created by: jackinthebox on November 25, flags: 18, 
replies: 36
I found this in "Secrets and Lies" by David Southwell. 
"In 1963, President Kennedy signed Executive Order 
No. 11210 which issued $5 billion of currency directly 
from the US mint and bypassed the Fed. These notes 
could be redeemed for silver and gold. However, after 
Kennedy's assasination, President Johnson recalled 
these notes...The shocking truth is all notes issued 
since 1964 are no longer exchangeable for gold, silver 
or lawful money; they are all illegal under the 
Constitution."
Could the assasination really have been motivated to 
carry out a $5 bil heist, then covered up  in counterfeit 
notes? Is all our money counterfeit? I'll add some more 
to this later, but I had to get this out as soon as I read 
it. Seems a highly plauseable motive, and one I've 
never heard before though I do have some doubts. 
[edit on 25-11-2007 by jackinthebox]
Link to thread: ...thread317411/pg1

Astounding Moon Footage! 
Did NASA Want You To See 
This?
Created by: mikesingh on November 26, flags: 18, replies: 
159
Frankly, I really don't know what to make of this! 
NASA footage of the Moon that shows something like 
smoke emanating from a smokestack/chimney! This is 
probably the result of a glitch in the camera or 
processing anomaly. 
Have a look... 
"The August, 2003 issue of Electric Space Craft, a 
scientific journal, contains an amazing series of 

images taken from NASA footage included in the TV 
program, NOVA: To the Moon. The significance of the 
images has only recently been noticed. 
As Apollo 8 orbited 70 miles above the lunar surface, 
with Earth in the background, it filmed the ground 
below. At one point, a small, black object, tall and 
cylindrical, appears jutting from the moon. Just as the 
camera is about to pass by, the strange object clearly 
releases a jet-like cloud. It looks like a smokestack 
ejecting a puff of smoke. The cloud drifts to the right 
and then dissipates." 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Still from the animated gif below. Note the 
object toward the bottom center. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Assembled animated gif from footage. 
Courtesy: L.E.M.U.R Paranormal Investigations. 
Considering the height it was taken from,it must be 
thousands of feet tall! Heck! What if it cannot be 
explained? Could it then imply an Alien presence on 
the Moon? 
"In 2006, L.E.M.U.R. learned from a NASA affiliate 
(whose connection to NASA was independently 
confirmed) that top  NASA officials privately claim this 
footage is indeed legitimate. However, certain aspects 
related to this footage are highly classified, and the 
matter is under investigation." 
Who these so-called 'top' NASA officials are, we may 
never know. And therefore, credibility may have taken 
a beating here! But then, what if it is legit? 
Cheers! :D 
Ref: 
[Edit to add:] 
I would also like to mention the very idea of a ‘tower’ or 
a ‘smoke stack’  on the Moon is considered way 
beyond credibility. I wouldn’t go that far. Because 
there’s something that does resemble what is seen in 
the animation above, but much clearer. 
Take a peek at this image by Apollo 16 which I have 
posted later and thought of reproducing here: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Apollo Orbital Image AS16/H/AS16-118-18957. 
Courtesy: Keith Laney 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
So is there something more than meets the eye? 
[edit on 26-11-2007 by mikesingh]
Link to thread: ...thread317439/pg1
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Jaxa.jp: Incredible High 
Definition Video of the Moon 
Taken by a Japanese 
Spacecraft
Created by: Terrapop on November 7, flags: 17, replies: 108
Kaguya, a Japanese spacecraft touted to be the 
largest aimed at the moon since NASA's Apollo era 
rocketed into space in Sept 2007 on an ambitious 
mission to study the origins of Earth's nearest 
neighbor. This high definition video gives you a great 
view of the moon's terrain. 
Is this not the Apollo 20 spaceship? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Are these streets or traces with junctions? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Link to large sized picture: 
What do you thing guys? 
:puz::o 
[edit on 17-11-2007 by Jbird]
Link to thread: ...thread313782/pg1

Psychic "Aura" caught on 
Thermal Camera
Created by: Hyzera on November 27, flags: 17, replies: 35
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
The TAPS team uses a thermal imaging camera and 
flims a psychic while he gives a reading to Jason. 
When the psychic does the reading, you can see some 
sort of heat energy going crazy around the psychic, 
and later on you see energy coming off of Jason and 
going to the psychic! 
What do you guys make of this? For me, it's more 
proof that psionics is real. :up: 
[edit on 11/27/2007 by Hyzera]
Link to thread: ...thread317737/pg1

New US Military Technology - 
the Exoskeleton
Created by: centurion1211 on November 27, flags: 17, 
replies: 142
Wow! Check out this video from CNN. :o 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Cover it in some of the new armor and imagine U.S 
military units outfitted with these against whatever the 
rest of the world has ... 

This is why the rest of the world has a hard time being 
competitive militarily - other countries are always 
aiming for a moving target. Try and match the U.S. in 
any area only to find that we've moved on to 
something better - sometimes far better than what 
you've just struggled to match. :cool:
[edit on 11/27/2007 by centurion1211]
Link to thread: ...thread317821/pg1

Bush invokes 9/11 to justify 
torture, domestic spying and 
war
Created by: Cuhail on November 4, flags: 16, replies: 37
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"In a speech Thursday, President Bush invoked the 
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 as an all-
purpose justification for his prevailing on a series of 
issues now in dispute in Congress: the confirmation of 
Michael Mukasey as attorney general despite his 
refusal to disavow torture; the passage of legislation to 
give sweeping new domestic spying powers to the 
federal government; and the approval of yet another 
emergency spending bill providing nearly $200 billion 
for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread313238/pg1

Retired Space Command 
General Heads Up NASA Ames 
Research Center
Created by: zorgon on November 5, flags: 16, replies: 31
This is not exactly a conspiracy as such... It is not 
even 'breaking news' though its not old news... I 
checked the search and did not see anything specific 
about it covered... 
The topic is related to another recent thread, but I felt it 
wise to separate the issue as it will lead in different 
directions... 
It began with this post by a new member... ( I am sure 
it was half joking, but carried a message ) 
"Originally posted by SpaceMax 
Thanks for the welcome, and the kind words. 
Job  specifics? In the same thread where the phrase 
"Ken Johnston Treatment" was coined? 
Um....no. 
You'll have to wait for my Book, DVD and lecture tour. 
(It'll be waaay better, in 3D AND Sensurround, and 
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maybe even partial nudity) And yeah, it'll cost more 
than $150 too, production values like that aren't cheap. 
And when I breathlessly tell you the REAL truth about 
the 2 dimensional "thing" that Air Force Brigadier 
General Pete Worden kept in his underground office at 
DARPA....rest assured you WILL diaperdrive across 
the continent to give me your credit card and pin 
numbers. 
But today, I'm happily employed. (though not at JSC) 
So back to the moon..." 
Well in all honesty I had heard little about General 
Pete Worden, though I admit I should have looked 
further before... 
If ever there existed ONE PERSON that could answer 
all our questions about what is really going on, my 
money would be on this man... 
I will highlight in bold all the key posts that have to do 
with the whole Space Conspiracy issues that we have 
come across... this man has been through them all... 
So bear with me a moment... this will take several 
posts... 
Dr. S. Pete Worden (Brig. Gen., USAF, ret.) is the new 
NASA Ames Research Center Director. Prior to 
becoming Director, Dr. Worden was a Research 
Professor of Astronomy, Optical Sciences and 
Planetary Sciences at the University of Arizona where 
his primary research direction was the development of 
large space optics for national security and scientific 
purposes and near-earth asteroids. Additionally he 
worked on topics related to space exploration and 
solar-type activity in nearby stars. He is a recognized 
expert on space issues—both civil and military. Dr. 
Worden has authored or co-authored more than 150 
scientific technical papers in astrophysics, space 
sciences, and strategic studies. Moreover, he served 
as a scientific co-investigator for two NASA space 
science missions." 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
In addition to his former position with the University of 
Arizona, Dr. Worden served as a consultant to the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) on space-related issues. During the 2004 
Congressional Session Dr. Worden worked as a 
Congressional Fellow with the Office of Senator Sam 
Brownback (R-KS), where he served as Senator 
Brownback's chief advisor on NASA and space issues. 
Dr. Worden retired in 2004 after 29 years of active 
service in the United States Air Force. His final position 
was Director of Development and Transformation, 
Space and Missile Systems Center, Air Force Space 
Command, Los Angeles Air Force Base, CA. 
In this position he was responsible for developing new 
directions for Air Force Space Command programs 
and was instrumental in initiating a major Responsive 
Space Program designed to produce space systems 

and launchers capable of tailored military effects on 
timescales of hours. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Continued..... 
[edit on 5-11-2007 by zorgon]
Link to thread: ...thread313423/pg1

Girl gets detention for 
hugging friends
Created by: SimiusDei on November 7, flags: 16, replies: 
122
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A 13-year-old junior high school student was given 
two days of detention after school officials spotted her 
hugging friends after school last Friday. 
Megan Coulter, an eighth-grade student at Mascoutah 
Middle School, was hugging her friends goodbye after 
school Friday when vice principal, Randy Blakely, saw 
her and told her she would receive two after-school 
detentions. "(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread313713/pg1

Amazing Photo's of S.F UFO 
Seen Last Summer
Created by: Palasheea on November 15, flags: 16, replies: 
259
Check out this news site! 
It shows photographs of a UFO seen over S.F back in 
July of this year and the images are STUNNING! 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Below is a section of an interview of the person who 
captured those photo's seen on the above link and it's 
amazing that considering the size and how clear the 
UFO is seen in those photo's, he didn't see anything 
up there at the time when he took them! 
"An Interview with The Photographer 
TB: Did you see anything at the time the shots were 
taken, or did you only see them when you looked at 
the shots later? 
I noticed nothing that I thought was abnormal. I did, 
however, take note of very strong winds. Keep  in mind 
I had just driven straight across the country for 3 days 
from Amherst, NY. So nothing would have seemed too 
out-of-the ordinary. I only noticed the objects in the 
pictures upon reviewing my 2,000 or so photographs 
from the trip  at work one week and several days later. 
The lighting that can be seen on the water, was 
certainly not visible to me at my time on the dock. I 
was peering out over the water, shooting direct shots 
of the landscape just beyond the water. I was basically 
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staring at the water during the time I took these shots. 
None of the objects or lights in the picture were visible 
to me. Nothing was of any alarm.
TB: Was there any noise? 
Any noise would have been obscured by wind. We 
were on the bay and it was a very windy night. 
TB: How close was it? 
I knew of no object at time the photographs were 
taken." 
Link to thread: ...thread315444/pg1

NY's Finest Tour Guide Pokes 
Major Holes in the CD Theory
Created by: CaptainObvious on November 15, flags: 16, 
replies: 231
Mark Roberts developed a video last summer that I 
just saw for the first time. There is some pretty 
impressive videos and comparisons that show MANY 
reasons why the collapse of the towers were NOT that 
of a controlled demolition. 
If this video has been posted in the past, please 
forgive me :) 
(visit the thread to view linked videos)
Link to thread: ...thread315607/pg1

I was abducted last night!!
Created by: theRiverGoddess on November 27, flags: 16, 
replies: 184
OMG OMG OMG I was ABDUCTED last night no joke! 
I was not afraid at all however......I was like..."hmmm 
so THIS is what everybody is going on about 
WHOOPIE!!" 
I was asleep  in a really enjoyable dream, and then I 
felt the 'pull of going out of body' so I came right 
awake, as I know this 'feeling' really well... I was 
OOBE and in a beam of light in my bedroom floating 
above my bed, stiff as a board! slowly moving up...... 
I was being floated slowly straight up  to the ceiling I 
was laying horizontal as if still laying in bed but I was 
totally frozen and could not move anything but my 
eyes!!! I remember CLEARLY!!! I was not afraid.... 
...I was thinking ..."WOW so abductions are not ALL 
just physical..... they DO take people via OOBE as I 
have read about, how interesting!! I wonder if I get to 
see the aliens?? HOW EXCITING!! Oh YAY I am SO 
GLAD they choose me!!" 
I slowly rose to my ceiling and through it (all that going 
through the layers of building material thing, where you 
can smell it and taste it) and out of the roof and then 
BLAM this is where all my memories end......nuttin 

more. Complete blankness, not even of coming 
back........ I slept extra long this 
a.m and now I am up  and straight here to type. Im not 
dressed nor have I looked in a mirror, but I DO  have a 
cup of coffee...... 
I can't tell anybody about this but you ATS 
folks..........as I have allot of books on the UFO subject 
and like to watch shows about it.....I post in the UFO 
forum. Nobody would believe me if I told them...they 
would all be like ....ya right:@@: 
I did not get to see any ship or any aliens, as they 
blacked out my memory... 
But I know this happened. 
I kinda hope it happens again, as I would like to meet 
other beings. 
I want to be able to remember... 
I put all this in a post on my big OOBE thread.... 
...but have decided it warrants a thread of its very ow, 
as it was clearly an abduction event and belongs in the 
UFO forum......so here it is for you all.... 
[edit on 27-11-2007 by theRiverGoddess]
Link to thread: ...thread317736/pg1

Alien Telepathy- Type 3 
Telephone System
Created by: Scramjet76 on November 1, flags: 15, replies: 
26
Many of you are aware of the first proposed by the 
Soviet astronomer Nikolai Kardashev. Basically, the 
scale is a logarithmic time table for how quicky a 
civilization will advance based on it's energy 
consumption/needs. 
One proponent of this theory is Dr. Michio Kaku- a 
theoretical physicist, author, and professor at City 
College of New York. For those of you who get BBC, 
there will be a (links removed, visit the  thread for 
external references) (with Dr. Kaku) documenting the 
possibilities of tomorrow. It starts Monday November 5, 
2007. 
Dr. Kaku talks of searching for ET using methods 
derived from the Kardashev Scale. He notes that our 
own civilization would currently be considered a "type 
0," but predicts that we will reach "type 1" within 100 
years. According to Kaku our civilization is already 
beginning to show signs of a type 1 (planetary) 
civilization including a dominant language and culture. 
"What is the internet?" Kaku asks. Basically it's a "type 
1 telephone system." It's easy to dismiss the professor 
as having too many superstrings in his brain, but 
before one does this you have to ask yourself: What is 
a telephone system? 
Basically a telephone system is merely an update to 
our communications abilities. We distanced ourselves 
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long ago from the rest of the animal kingdom when 
languages emerged. A telephone system is a 
communcations update made possible by our 
advancement in our understanding of nature. 
The internet is the "the next update" in my opinion. It 
offers the same benefits of the telephone + much 
extras. Today I can get online with another individual 
and instead of using an archaic language to describe a 
situation, I can send them an image or a video. How 
much better is that than the telephones of the past? 
Obviously much better. 
Now when we hear reports about interaction with 
aliens we ask, "how do they communicate?" The 
answer is always telepathy. You hear people say that 
they are able to understand the aliens, but that the 
aliens don't speak english. It's often described as 
"hearing a voice in my head but not exactly." Or people 
say they can "see images in their mind" which convey 
the message the aliens are trying to communicate. You 
know what that sounds like to me if I was going to 
guess? It sounds like a beefy communications update.. 
perhaps a type 3 telephone system. 
Today we hear ideas of merging carbon and silicon all 
the time. "Computers are the future" is something 
everyone is familiar with. People write books about it. 
We make movies about it. On some level we all know 
it's true, yet difficult to predict the extent to which 
computers will become intertwined with us. Perhaps 
the aliens offer a glimpse of the future. Could it be that 
a type 3 telephone system is basically an internet in 
your mind? Why would I use a clumsy set of 
characters which need to be audibly communicated 
and then reinterpreted by another being? Why not just 
transmit the information directly to their mind? 
Currently we transmit spoken words, characters (i.e. 
english, math), images, and video via our emerging 
type 1 telephone system. What kind of information is 
transferred via an alien type 3 telephone sytem? I 
have no clue. All I can do is submit this idea to the 
forum as we continue to work together on unravelling a 
mystery.
Link to thread: ...thread312649/pg1

Ramblings of Finnish school 
shooter
Created by: 281011 on November 7, flags: 15, replies: 193
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"I am a cynical existentialist, antihuman humanist, 
antisocial socialdarwinist, realistic idealist and godlike 
athiest"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread313728/pg1

"Major tidal surge" headed 
for UK East Coast
Created by: dodgygeeza on November 8, flags: 15, replies: 
108
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A "major tidal surge" that could lead to disastrous 
flooding is threatening to hit the east coast over the 
next 48 hours. 
A flood expert has told Sky News unless swift action is 
taken "we could have a significant number of deaths". 
The Environment Secretary Hilary Benn told the 
House of Commons a surge "of up to three metres is 
making its way down the North Sea". 
The Chief Executive of the Environment Agency, 
Baroness Young, told Sky News: "A surge wave is 
expected between 7 and 8 o'clock tomorrow morning, 
with Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft likely to be the 
worst hit." 
Six severe flood warnings have been announced 
across East Anglia, the Norfolk Broads and the coast 
south of Great Yarmouth, along with six further flood 
warnings of lesser severity and two flood watches in 
the region. 
Prime Minister Gordon Brown has chaired a meeting 
this evening of the Government's Cobra emergency 
response committee."(visit the link for the full news 
article) 
[edit on 8-11-2007 by dodgygeeza]
Link to thread: ...thread314009/pg1

My 1988 abduction 
experience with detailed 
images
Created by: WorldShadow on November 30, flags: 15, 
replies: 62
In 1988 I had an abduction experience in northern 
Maine around mid October. I live in Wisconsin and had 
taken a truck load of material to the northern most 
point in Maine and was returning south on interstate 
95 when I became very sleepy around 7pm and had to 
pull into a rest area just south of Medway, Maine, 55 
miles north of Bangor, Maine. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Pulling into the rest area with my rig, I scoped the 
parking area for any suspicious vehicles or activity. 
One has to be careful when traveling on the interstates 
for opportunist waiting to descend on the 
unsuspecting. Seeing nothing worth worrying about, 
and the rest area being empty of cars, trucks and 
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people I sat up  in the cab  for a short while to get 
familiar to the piece, calm and scenery. It was a warm 
and breezy fall evening and I felt pretty comfortable 
where I was. About 20 minutes later, and I jump in the 
bunk and go to sleep. 
Sometime after falling asleep I had this eerily 
disturbing sensation I was awake but in total black 
darkness which was filled with absolute quiet. Than I 
felt as those I was ascending through the black. It felt 
as though I was in a horizontal position with my feet 
slightly elevated as I was floated up. I than suddenly 
came up into view of a room and there black clouds 
rolling around and off me as I came up  into this circular 
domed room. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Now I am fully conscious to my position and visually 
observant of the surroundings. My sensation now is I 
am lying on my back facing up  to a gray circular 
domed ceiling in a round room all lit up  from a source I 
cannot see. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
The strange thing here is, I feel myself lying flat, but 
don't feel anything under what should be my body. In 
fact I have no sensation of a body at all. I only know I 
can see and its like only my visual power is able to 
take in my surrounding. I look around and see the 
beamed circular ceiling with a gray wall surrounding 
the room. To my left I see a panel a lighter shade of 
gray than the walls. I am not in fear or afraid. Just very 
curious as to what I am in and whats happening. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Now I have adjusted to my surroundings and again 
look over to my left at the gray panel when a gray alien 
comes through with another, and another, following. It 
seems they came out from behind the panel and not 
through it. The first one comes to my left side and 
looks down at me with the other two moving in on 
either side of the first one. Now all are looking down at 
me. I look up  to the ceiling and than over and into each 
one of there black eyes. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Than the first one leans forward and over my face and 
looks deep into my eyes as I look back into its eyes. I 
hear a voice in my head as if some one speaks but not 
this which is in front of me. I hear "You are a by 
product of a botched abortion". I look up to the ceiling 
and back into its eyes and say nothing as it continues 
to gaze into my eyes. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
I can't believe what I just heard in my head and 
wonder what the hell is this. The alien withdraws back 
and is standing level with the other two and all are 
continuing to look down on me. 
Suddenly the first one in the center of the three comes 
up  with a circular metallic device in its left hand. It has 

three fingers on the device as it holds it up  for me to 
see and with nothing being said or projected into my 
mind, the alien places the device on the side of my left 
face. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Now it gets frightening because this device on my left 
jaw/neck begins to give me a hot flowing sensation 
where my left leg and arm should be and its flowing up 
to my body and its becoming like electricity voltage 
increasing to the point I am scared and it continues 
getting increasingly severe.
They are draining my life force from my left side and its 
distressing me to panic level. The hot feeling is very 
uncomfortable as is the electrically charged feeling 
flowing up my left leg, arm, body and heart area. 
I have to tell you, I was in shock at this point and did 
all that I think I could. this was a flit moment and I 
wanted out of there no matter what.
Than I tried to relax as it all faded away and I was 
drifted down to my truck in the blackness filled with 
shock and fear like I never before felt. I wake up  in the 
bunk and have this hot buzzing electrical feeling on my 
entire left side. I sit up and go whew!. Than step up  to 
the driver seat and sit there looking out into the night. 
My left side is buzzing and I am afraid. 
I have to pee and there is a rest stop bathroom 30 feet 
from my truck. I get out and stand on the side of the 
truck and cannot move. I have this absolute feeling 
something is above and behind me watching and my 
neck hair is on end. I can't turn around and to hell with 
walking over to the restroom. I was being watched and 
all I knew was I had to get out of there. 
I drove 54 miles south to Bangor Maine where I 
checked into a truck stop  and I was still buzzing from 
the experience. The next day I thought about it all 
again and than went about my business. It was all 
forgotten by mid day and for the next 7 years till 1996 
when it all came back. 
That is where I encountered a strange chevron craft in 
Arizona. 
To be continued..........
Link to thread: ...thread318428/pg1
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